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JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(813) 547-5600 • FAX (813) 547-5610

An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of February 12, 1998

9:00a.m.
AGENDA

I.

CALL TO ORDER
Approve agenda of February 12, 1998 regular meeting.
B.
Approve minutes.of January 8, 1998 regular meeting.
C.
Approve Executive Committee Actions

A.

II.

ACTION ITEMS
A.
Asian Family & Community Empowerment Center Organizational
Development Grant
B.
Twenty-first Century Learning Center Grant
C.
Camp Anytown
D.
Youth Homes of Florida (to be sent under separate cover)
E.
1996-97 Annual Financial Report/Management L~tter

Ill.

PRESENTATIONS
A.
Strategic Plan Implementation
B.
Community Council Chairs - Activities Update

IV.

INFORMATION ITEMS
A.
Community Council Quarterly Report
B.
Training Post - Winter/Spring 1998
C.
Healthy Kids Monitoring Report
D.
Financial Report for January (to be distributed)
E.
Personnel Report for January
F.
Site Visit Schedule and Summaries
G.
Training Center Report
H.
Media Items

V.

OPEN AGENDA
The Juvenile Welfare Board welcomes input from Pinellas County citizens.
Requests for special funding are not appropriate during the Open Agenda
portion of the Board meeting.

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

The next regularly scheduled meeting of the JWB is Thursday March 12, 1998,
9:00a.m.

MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
6698 68th Ave. N, Suite A • Pinellas Park, FL 33781-5060
(813} 547-5600 • FAX (813} 547-5610
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An Equal Opportunity Employer

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Regular Meeting of January 8, 1998
MINUTES
Present:

Frank B. Diamond, Jr., M.D., Chair; Thomas R. Moriarty, Vice Chair;
Commissioner Sallie Parks; Dr. J. Howard Hinesley; Donna McRae;
James E. Mills, Executive Director; Terry Smiljanich, Board Counsel;
Barbara Murray, Executive Assistant

Absent:

Myrtle Smith-Carroll, Secretary; Judge Walt Logan; Judge Peter Ramsberger;
Martha Maddux

Dr. Diamond called the meeting to order at 9:10a.m.
Motion:
Approve
Agenda

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Hinesley seconded a motion
which carried unanimously to approve the revised agenda of the January 8,
1998 regular meeting.

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Dr. Hinesley moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the December 11, 1997
Board workshop.

Motion:
Approve
Minutes

Commissioner Parks moved and Dr. Hinesley seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the minutes of the December 11, 1997
regular meeting.

Tony DiBenedetto, Senior Project Manager for Arthur Andersen, LLP, answered inquiries by
Board members regarding the three year Information Systems Plan. Annually, Arthur
Anderson's consultants and the JWB Computer Task Force will review and revise the Plan
and budget as needed. The projects will encompass not only JWB but its funded agencies.
Motion:
Commissioner Parks moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion which
Computer
carried unanimously to approve staff to contract with Arthur Andersen for up
Enhancement to $57,000 for the development of a three year Information Systems Plan,
Consultant
and incidental expenses not to exceed $2,850, and approve staff to contract
with Arthur Andersen for up to $40,000 for the detailed analysis of
Contract
Accounting and Human Resources software packages, and incidental
expenses not to exceed $2,000.
Fiscal Impact: The FY 1997-98 Non-Operating Computer Enhancement
budget will be reduced from $150,000to $48,150.
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Since the lnterlocal Agreement involved the Pinellas County School Board, Dr. Hinesley.
abstained from voting. Regarding the question of quorum, Commissioner Parks moved and
Ms. McRae seconded a motion which carried unanimously to table this item until the end
of the regular meeting, and hold an Executive Committee meeting.
MARTHA C. MADDUX, Chair

JAMES E. MILLS, ACSW, Executive Director

Motion:
Suncoast
Girl Scout
Matching
Grant

Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion which carried
unanimously to allocate up to $12,500 from Transitional funds for
FY 1997-98 to the Suncoast Girl Scout Council as a match for a grant from
the GSUSA, and budget up to $12,500 in FY 1998-99 for the GSUSA
Project.
Fiscal Impact: The FY 1997-98 Transitional Fund would be reduced from
$215,415to $202,915. $12,500would be budgeted in the 1998/99JWB
Program budget.

Motion:
Personnel
Practices
1 .0
1.5

Dr. Hinesley moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion which
carried unanimously to approve the changes to the Personnel Practices
Manual as proposed:
GENERAL POLICIES
Te eeR=tpl•t wit!:\ applieable titles ef tl:te Ci•1il Rigl:tts Ast sf 1964 as aR=teAEteEt
by tl:te ~ee~al Oppert~Aity Ast ef 1 972 aREt tl:te Civil Rigl:tts Aet ef 1 991 ; tl:te
Fair baser StaAEtarEts l\st as aR=teAEteEt by ~ee~al Pa·t fer ~ee~al Werk Ast ef
1 96a; tl:te Age DissriR=tiAatieA iA ~R=Iple·tR=teAt Aet ef 1 966; tl:te VietAaR=t
VeteraAs ReaEtj~stR=teAt AssistaAse Ast ef 1 974 i tl:te "Rel:tabilitatieA Ast" ef
1 97a (Pb 91 2aO; SestieA 604); tl:te AR=terisaAs Wit!:\ Disabilities Aet ef
1 990; applisable FleriEta stat~tes aAEt reg~latieAs; applisable lesal
erEtiAaAses aAEt s~sl:t f~t~re aR=teAEtR=IeAts te tl:tese stat~tery aetieAs as R=tay
be eAasteEt; it is tl:te pelie·t ef tl:te J~veAile Welfare 8earEt tl:tat Ae perseA
sl:tall, eA tl:te gre~AEts ef rase, seler, age, se:K, l:taAEtisap, Etisability, AatieAal
erigiA, religieA, R=tarital stat~s er pelitieal belief, veteraA stat~s. er eA tl:te
basis ef Asq~ireEt IR=IR=I~Ae DefieieAsy SyAEtreR=te (AIDS), er 1-t~R=taA
IR=IR=I~AeEtefieieAsy Vir~s (1-tiV) be e:Kei~EteEt freR=t partisipatieA iA, EteAieEt tl:te
beAefit(s) er be etl:terwise EtissriR=tiAateEt agaiAst as aA eR=tpleyee er vei~Ateer
ef tl:te J~veAile 'A'elfare 8earEt er aAy ef its pregraR=ts er astivities.
The JWB does not, and shall not, discriminate against any person because of
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, citizenshiP, disabilitv/handicap,
marital status, veteran status, sexual orientation, or age in any aspect of
employment opportunity. JWB' s policy of equal employment opportunity
and nondiscrimination extends to recruitment, employment, advancement
and promotion, compensation and benefits administration, training and
develoPment, and other personnel actions. The JWB also reasonably
accommodates individuals with disabilities, handicaps, and/or bonafide
religious beliefs.

'

To implement this program for equal employment opportunity and
advancement, the JWB shall:
1.5.1 Recruit, hire, and promote for all job classifications without regard to
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, citizenship,
disability/handicap, marital status, veteran status, age or sexual
orientation:

1.5.2 Base decisions on employment and promotion solely upon an
individual's qualifications and valid requirements of the position being
filled. and further the principle of equal employment opportunity; and
1.5.3 Ensure that all other personnel actions. such as compensation,
benefits. transfers. layoffs. terminations. recall from layoff. company
sponsored training and development. education. tuition assistance.
social and recreational programs. will be administered without regard
to race, color. religion, sex. national origin, citizenship,
disability/handicap, marital status, age, or sexual orientation.
3.0

c

5.0

CLASSIFICATIONS
3.5

Transfer- AA eFApleyee Regular employees and employees who have
been on a provisional status for at least six months may request
transfer from one position to another vacant position within the same
pay grade prior to initiation of a public announcement and recruitment
efforts.

3.6

Promotions- Regular employees and employees who have been on a
provisional status for at least six months EFApleyees shall, to the
maximum extent feasible, be provided opportunities for advancement
through promotion to positions of greater responsibility when such
promotional opportunities are in the best interests of JWB.

BENEFITS
5.118 Annual
Leave.
5.28

leave~

may be used concurrently with Family and Medical

Additional Life Insurance
Additional term life insurance may by purchased by employees for
themselves and their family members.

5.29

Long Term Disability
Long term disability insurance may be purchased by eligible
employees. This insurance will take effect after JWB's short term
disability ceases.

6.0

WORKING CONDITIONS
6.1

The scheduled work week is 37.5 hours in length. Normal office
hours are 8:00A.M. to 4:30 i-iOQ P.M. Monday through Friday.
Normal building hours are 8:00A.M. to 5:00P.M. Monday through
Friday.

8.0

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
8.2

Each employee shall be formally evaluated annually (September) for
the purposes cited below. Supervisors must meet with employees at
least everv three months in order to discuss Key Responsibilities and
performance standards. An employee may also be evaluated at other
points in time as determined appropriate by JWB.

Fiscal Impact: None
Motion:
Dr. Hinesley moved and Ms. McRae seconded a motion to approve
Revenue
payment of 50% of the start up costs for the local government Title IVE
Enhancement revenue enhancement project (not to exceed $16,418) to the Palm Beach
PBCSC
Children's Services Council from future Title IVE earnings.
Fiscal Impact: Title IVE Earnings will be immediately reduced by $16,418.
This reduction will be offset by a waiver of the 5% management fee
regularly charged by the Department of Children and Families until JWB is
fully reimbursed for its $16,418 share of the advance.
Motion:
Proposed
Child Abuse
Legislation

Dr. Hinesley moved and Commissioner Parks seconded a motion to send
correspondence to Senator Virginia Brown-Waite, Representative Sandra
Murman and the Pinellas County Legislative Delegation opposing current
proposed legislation mandating the privatization of foster care and related
services and contracting with the Pinellas County Sheriff's Office to provide
protective investigation functions in child abuse cases, to recommend filing
alternative enabling legislation which will offer incentives to DCF Districts to
pursue maximization of privatized efforts within the child abuse system
which will truly be collaborative at the local level, and to convey identified
concerns to Senator Virginia Brown-Waite, Representative Sandra Murman
and the Pinellas County Legislative Delegation.
Fiscal Impact; None

Legal counsel noted since there were five (5) board members in attendance, there was a
quorum present. Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion to
remove the lnterlocal Agreement item from the table.
Motion:
lnterlocal
Agreement
PECC

Commissioner Parks moved and Mr. Moriarty seconded a motion which
carried by majority to approve the participation of JWB in the lnterlocal
Agreement between the Juvenile Welfare Board, the Department of Children
and Families (District V), and the Pinellas County School Board to provide a
legal structure for the PECC. Voting "Yes", Dr. Diamond, Mr. Moriarty,
Commissioner Parks, Ms. McRae. Abstaining due to his dual roles with the
Pinellas County School Board and Juvenile Welfare Board, Dr. Hinesley.
Fiscal Impact: There is no fiscal impact at this time. The partners to the
lnterlocal Agreement will develop a fiscal plan for the core budget before the
completion of grant funding from the Department of Education by June 30,
1998.

'

Next, staff introduced the presentation of the Implementation of the Strategic Plan with a
short video news item titled Beasley's Heroes, Dr. Herbert A. Marlowe, JWB consultant,
then presented the Implementation of the Strategic Plan . Both Suzanne Gibson Wise,
Executive Director of the Family Service Centers, and Shirley Coletti, Director of Operation
Par, requested that the agencies have an opportunity to read and discuss the Strategic Plan
before it is voted on. Following questions and concerns regarding the large volume of
material contained in the Strategic Plan and whether Board members, staff and funded
agencies will have sufficient time to read and comment before the action plan is presented
to the Board for a vote, it was suggested to present the Strategic Plan on the February
agenda, and schedule action on the March agenda.
During the informational portion of the meeting, Jim Mills introduced new staff members:
Pam Needham, Contract Manager; and Julie Pelle, Program Consultant. Other
informational items included; Progress in Reprogramming Residential Treatment Programs;
Pinellas Early Childhood Collaborative Report; Neighborhood Family Centers Newsletter;
Healthy Kids Monitoring Report; Personnel Report for December; Financial Report for
December; Media Items; Site Visits-Schedules and Summaries; and Training Center Report.
Commissioner Parks announced that Commissioner Harris was appointed to take her
position on the Juvenile Welfare Board on January 6, 1998, effective immediately. Board
members and JWB staff thanked Commissioner Parks for her participation on and
dedication to the Juvenile Welfare Board, and wished her the best in future endeavors.
Adjourn:

The meeting was adjourned at 1 0:50a.m.

Item II.A
Regular Meeting 2/12/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board M e m b e r s '

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
H. Browning Spence, Director, Com unity Initiatives IH??Ir

Requested Action
The Board is requested to act on a request for funding for an organizational
development grant for the Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center.

Options
1. Allocate $35,605 for 8 months of FY 1997-98 ($48,908 annualized +
$3,000 one-time-only*) for the Asian F.A.C.E. Center from Transitional
dollars, to be continued for three years with a reduction by one-third each
year.
2. Allocate $35,605 for 8 months of FY 1997-98 ( $48,908 annualized +
$3,000 one-time-only*) for the Asian F.A.C.E. Center from the
Neighborhood Family Center budget, to be continued for three years with a
reduction by one-third each year.

c

3. Do not grant the request.
4. Any other option the board may prefer.

Recommended Action
1. Allocate $35,605 for 8 months of FY 1997-98 ( $48,908 annualized +
$3,000 one-time-only*) for the Asian F.A.C.E. Center from Transitional
dollars, to be continued for three years with a reduction by one-third each
year.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional dollars

Fiscal Impact
Transitional dollars for FY 1997-98 would be reduced from $202,915 to
$167,310.

c

* See Fiscal Impact, page 2.
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Dollars will decrease over the three-year period as follows:
First year

February 1998 - January 1 999
(includes $3000 one-time-only)

$51,908

Second year

February 1999 - January 2000

$32,605

February 2000- January 2001

$16,303

Third year
TOTAL

$100,816

By fiscal year, the dollars will decrease as follows:
FY 1997-98
FY 1998-99

8 months @ 100%
(includes $3,000 one-time-only)
4 months @ 100%

FY 1999-00

4 months @ 2/3

FY 2000-01

4 months @ 1/3

+

+

8 months @ 2/3

8 months @ 1/3

$ 35,605
$ 38,040
$ 211737
$ 5,434
$100,816

TOTAL

Narrative
On two previous occasions, for Mt. Zion Human Services and Religious Community
Services, the Juvenile Welfare Board has provided dollars to improve organizational
operations of a community based organization. These grants were three years in
duration with a declining amount each year, to allow the organization to make
improvements while attracting other dollars to support the operation. JWB staff
are recommending that the Board award an organizational development grant to the
Asian Family and Community Empowerment Center (Asian F.A.C.E. Center).
The Asian F.A.C.E. Center was funded as a Neighborhood Family Center in August
of 1995 with an annualized budget of $124,860. Asian F.A.C.E., while a family
center, provides services, support, and activities for their target population countywide, not just for an immediate geographical neighborhood. The staff consisted of
a director and three outreach workers, one for each of the three main language
groups in the Southeast Asian community.
The Asian F.A.C.E. Center was also able to obtain a 3-year grant from Florida
Ounce of Prevention in 1995 for $57, 70~ for the first 5 months and $145,000 for
the next full fiscal year. Staff under this grant included a part time bookkeeper.
This grant is reduced this year, the second year of the cycle, by 10% and will be
reduced next fiscal year by another 30%; the grantee is encouraged to solicit funds
from other sources. The center will be submitting a continuation proposal for this
grant.
The F.A.C.E. Center has been successful in obtaining several grants for special
programs with multiple fiscal years (see Attachment 1). The accountability
2

requirements for the grants are significant, especially since the funds are from
federal, state and local sources. The total current budget of the center from all
sources is $487,41 3. It is important to have adequate administrative support for
this expanded program.
In order to expand and stabilize their administrative capability it is recommended
that JWB assure the funding of a full-time bookkeeper position during this
developmental phase. The hiring of a full time bookkeeper was recommended by
JWB staff in the most recent site visit report, and was also recommended by the
current audit letter. Annual salary for this position is $20,500. JWB already
provides $2,500 for the position on a part-time basis, and Florida Ounce of
Prevention provides $8,500. The Center is requesting an additional $9,500
(annualized) plus fringe to make the position full time.
The Asian F.A.C.E. Center has grown rapidly, with increasing demands for services
not only from the Asian population but from other agencies seeking to serve that
population that do not have staff who can speak any of the three major languages:
Vietnamese, Laotian, and Cambodian. The growth of the center is illustrated by
the following table:
Number of drop-ins

Number enrolled in programs
Children

Adults

1995/96

342

270

1996/97

886

1,007

Fiscal Year

Families
not
counted
544

Children
not
counted
5,682

Adults
not
counted
3,700

Asian F.A.C.E. is the sole provider for its particular niche in the social service
system.
Given the increasing demands on the center, JWB staff recommend additional
support for this developmental phase. In addition to the bookkeeper position, the
recommendation includes funding to add or upgrade the following positions:
program operations supervisor and administrative assistant.
Asian F.A.C.E. is requesting a program operations supervisor full time, to relieve
the executive director from much of the hands-on supervisory activities (currently
he is supervising 1 3 people) and enable him to focus more time on building
partnerships, overall direction, and development. Annual salary for this position is
$23,500. The center is requesting $19,000 (annualized) plus fringe for this
position. The remaining $4,500 will be provided by the City of St. Petersburg
Social Action Fund.

c

The center is also requesting to upgrade and increase to full time the administrative
assistant to take on additional responsibilities including data collection and
supervision of administrative staff of 3 people. Annual salary for this position is
$1 8,000. JWB already provides $8,500 for this position; the center is requesting
an additional $9,500 (annualized) plus fringe.
3

The director of the center is receiving technical assistance toward developing an
administrative cost rate and to take steps, such as developing a fund balance, in
keeping with the growth of the Center. Included in this funding request is a
contractual item of $3,000 for CPA services to determine an administrative cost
rate, which can be added to future grant proposals.
The JWB staff recommends using_transitional _dollars .for_this grant, cons_istent with
its one-time-only nature.
Attachment 1: Asian F.A.C.E. Center current grants.
Attachment 2: Proposed organizational chart.

Staff Resource Person:

Connie F. Caldwell
Gary Cernan
Beverly Lightfoot
Mike Stone
Cynthia Fox

4

ATTACHMENT 1

ASIAN F.A.C.E. CENTER CURRENT GRANTS
GRANT

FISCAL YEAR
BEGINS

SOURCE

AMOUNT

lnreach-Outreach

Florida Ounce of Prevention

$137,500

July

Asian Care for Elders

Retirement Research
Foundation

$114,936

May

Asian Domestic Violence
Program

Federal Justice Department

$50,371

September

lntergenerational

Juvenile Welfare Board

$15,000

October

Asian Family Center

Juvenile Welfare Board

$157,106

October

Personnel Support

City of St. Petersburg Social
Action Fund

$12,500

October

'

$487,413

TOTAL

c
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Action

Item 11.8
Regular Meeting 2/12/98

..
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members£.

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Browning Spence, Director, Commu lty Initiatives

1/tr?r

Requested Action
The Board is requested to provide match funding to the Interdenominational
Ministerial Alliance for a federal 21st Century Learning Community Center grant to
develop and operate an after-school program at Hopkins Middle School in St.
Petersburg.

Options
1.a.

1.b.

c

2.
3.

Allocate up to $25,000 ($150,000 annualized) from FY 1997-98
Transitional Funds to the Interdenominational Ministerial Alliance as
match for a federal grant to establish a 21st Century Community
Learning Center to be located at Hopkins Middle School.
Budget up to $150,000 in FY 1998-99 for the 21st Century
Community Learning Center project, subject to the TRIM process.
Deny the request.
Any other action as determined by the Board.

Recommended Action
1.a.

Allocate up to $25,000 ($150,000 annualized) from Transitional
funds for fiscal year 1997-98 to the Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance as match for a federal grant to establish a 21st Century
Community Learning Center to be located at Hopkins Middle
School.

1.b.

Budget up to $150,000 in FY 1998-99 for the 21st
Century Community Learning Center project, subject to
the TRIM process.

Source of JWB Funds
Transitional Funds

Fiscal Impact
The FY 1997-98 Transitional Fund would be reduced from $167,310 to
142,310. $150,000 would be budgeted in the 1998-99 JWB Program budget.

Narrative_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The U.S. Department of Education is requesting proposals for 21st Century
Community Learning Centers. This program will provide $40 million to rural and
inner-city public schools to address the educational needs of its community afterschool, _on _wee_kengs, _an9 _<;turing ~~!J'l..r:ne(s.___Th_e _fo9u.s__9f ~h_is_ prggr_all} wiJLb~ to_
provide expanded learning opportunities for participating children in a safe, drug-free
and supervised environment. The Centers will enable schools to stay open longer,
providing a safe place for homework centers, intensive tutoring in basic skills,
mentoring, drug and violence prevention, helping middle school students to prepare
to take college prep courses in high school, enrichment in the core academic subjects
as well as opportunities to participate in recreational activities, the arts, and
technology programs. The Department of Education intends to provide grants that
will fund between 300-400 new Centers for a period not to exceed three years. Only
school districts are eligible to apply for this grant. The application deadline is March
9, 1998, and the anticipated award date is May 15, 1998. Funds are expected to be
released prior to the beginning of the coming school year.
The Pinellas County School District is applying for this grant and is creating a
partnership with the Juvenile Welfare Board, the Interdenominational Ministerial
Alliance (IMA), the National Conference of Christians and Jews (the National
Conference), and the City of St. Petersburg to provide tutoring, mentoring, conflict
resolution, leadership development, and skill-building opportunities in the arts for
middle school age youth attending or living near Hopkins Middle School. Hopkins
Middle School, located at 701 16th Street South in St. Petersburg, is scheduled to
open in August 1998 on the site of the former Sixteenth Street Middle School.
Hopkins Middle School offers a magnet program for middle school youth focusing on
visual, communication, and literary arts. The major goals of the proposed effort are
increasing student achievement and providing positive activities after school,
evenings, weekends, and the summer.
The roles and contributions of the partners in this effort utilize strengths and
resources contained within each. The Pinellas County School District (as recipient of
the 21st Century Community Learning Center Grant) will provide use of Hopkins
Middle School as the site for the 21st Century Community Learning Center and will
hire administrative personnel to coordinate and oversee the program. Existing staff
from the arts magnet may be hired to provide instruction after school and in the
summer utilizing the school district's resources to a greater degree. The National
Conference will assist the Pinellas County School District in conducting diversity
awareness and conflict resolution training. The National Conference will also conduct
three Anytown Camps with a goal for Anytown Alumni becoming involved in the 21st .
Century Community Learning Center as mentors for middle school youth. The City of
St. Petersburg will support this initiative by providing use of Campbell Park
Recreation Center, located across the street from Hopkins Middle. Combining the
resources of Campbell Park Recreational Center with those of Hopkins Middle School
creates a complex of indoor and outside resources. Classrooms and multi-purpose
rooms in the Campbell Park Recreation Center building can be used for tutoring or
arts activities in addition to those at Hopkins Middle School. Opportunities for
outdoor athletic activities are also increased through the use of Campbell Park
Recreation Center. City employees will be available to oversee use of the Recreation
Center when utilized by the 21st Century Community Learning Center. The IMA will

••

serve as a resource by providing community linkages through their member
congregations to a number of volunteers who may serve as mentors and tutors in this
effort. JWB will provide project planning, training, and technical assistance, as well
as funding support for this initiative. Other potential partners in this effort include St.
Petersburg Junior College and the University of South Florida. Discussions are
underway to identify common areas of interest and define appropriate activities and
roles (instructional assistance in the arts, as one example).
The partnership envisions a Learning Center that will offer a breadth of activities
geared towards engaging middle school youth. These activities will include tutoring,
mentoring, counseling, multicultural diversity training, conflict resolution training,
computer skills enhancement, opportunities for involvement in the arts (music, art,
theater, and dance), various recreational opportunities, community forums to discuss
issues critical to the community, and field trips. The partnership projects a total
annual budget of $300,000. Monies received for the 21st Century Community
Learning Center would be spent for a full time program coordinator and clerical
support; tutors and teachers' aides; an on-site social worker; clerical, teaching and
arts supplies; two field trips each year; custodial services; and program evaluation.

c

JWB would contract with the IMA for a portion of the initiative. Funding from JWB
would be directed toward select start-up expenses, tutoring, mentoring, counseling,
and evaluation expenses. The partners plan to develop a tutoring staff that includes
eight tutors and eight teachers' aides for ten hours each week. In addition, adjunct
professionals will be brought in periodically to provide exposure to a diverse array of
arts. The Center plans to provide support to children and their parents both directly
and through referral to, other community resources. This social work service will be
provided through a part-time position (on site during Center operation hours) either
employed by one of the existing partners or contracted with through an existing
community organization which could provide appropriate social work supervision
during the Center's operational hours. This service will improve the Center's capacity
to strengthen linkages within the community by identifying existing resources and
making useful referrals. The partners feel that program stability will be enhanced
appreciably through JWB's financial support of these expenses.
The current initiative focuses upon one location at Hopkins Middle School operating
from 4:00 - 7:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday and on Saturdays from 10:00 a.m. 1:00 p.m. After the program is implemented, experience and need may result in
expanded hours of operation. Although the specific operating calendar has yet to be
determined, this Center is projected to operate forty-four (44) weeks throughout the
year (this includes 8 weeks during the summer). Federal funding for the 21st Century
Community Learning Center will extend for. a three-year period. During that time, the
partnership expects to expand service delivery in three ways. First, the number of ·
children served by the Center at the Hopkins Middle School site is expected to grow
from an enrollment of 150 middle school age children in the first year to 250 in year
two and up to 350 by year three. Second, the partnership itself will also seek to
expand by year four. This expansion will bring in corporate members and obtain
alternate sources of funding to ensure continuation of the 21st Century Community
Learning Center beyond the period of federal funding. And finally, the scope of the
project may also increase through the addition of other Centers in the coming years.
This effort to establish the first 21st Century Community Learning Center provides an
immediate opportunity to develop one model middle school program with the potential

for replication in other Pinellas County neighborhoods.
This request is consistent with important components of the JWB Strategic Plan (i.e.,
youth development, focus on middle school age youth, and asset building approach).
Focusing upon youth development through a comprehensive approach, this
neighborhood-based proposal engages existing neighborhood resources to provide a
safe environment during critical after-school, weekend, and summer hours. In
addition to JWB support providing resources to enhance program stability, JWB
partnership in this effort will likely strengthen the Pinellas County School District's
grant application by demonstrating linkages within the community and a strong local
commitment to federal program objectives.

Staff Resource Person: Julie Pelle, Research and Development
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Item II.C
Regular Meetjng 2/12/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive

Direct~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to appropriate $25,000 to sponsor a third "Camp
Anytown" for Pinellas County youth, July 31 to August 7, 1998.

Options
1. Approve JWB funding of a third Camp Anytown.
2. Approve partial JWB funding of a third Camp Anytown contingent on the
location of a co-sponsor.
3. Decline to fund.

Recommended Action
Approve contracting up to $25,000 with the National Conference for a
third Camp Anytown for Pinellas County youth.

(

Source of JWB Funds
FY 97/98 Transitional Funds

Fiscal Impact
The FY 97/98 Transitional Funds will be reduced by $25,000 from $142,310 to
$117,310.

Narrative
The JWB currently co-sponsors two sessions of Camp Anytown - a one week
residential multi cultural experience, with the Pinellas County School Board. Board
members have expressed an interest in expanding this program in the past. The
National Conference has been unable to do so due to scheduling and capacity
restrictions at the camp site. A time slot has recently come available and staff is
recommending that JWB fund the extension of this program which will serve 50
additional youth and engage 25 volunteer staff.

c

Camp Anytown convenes a diverse group of youth and adult volunteers to help
the youth to build communities based on honesty, understanding and respect. The
objective is the facilitation of changed attitudes and increased awareness of diverse
intergroup issues. Since 1991 over 600 Pinellas students have participated in the
program and returned to assume positions of leadership in their schools and
communities - many joining their school's Multi Cultural Committees. An important
role was played following the 1996 disturbances when they held rallies in Campbell
Park and Williams Park and sponsored "Keep the Peace Week".
Staff Resource Person: James E. Mills

Item II.D.
Regular Meeting 2/12/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director, Program~&¥1nance~

Director~ ~

Requested Action
The Juvenile Welfare Board is requested to approve the transfer of the
remaining $73,147 (and the FY 98-99 allocation of $120,740, subject to the
T.R.I.M. process) originally allocated to Youth Homes of Florida (VHF) for
FY 97-98 to the Children's Home Society (CHS).

Options
1.

Approve the transfer of funding from VHF to CHS.

2.

Approve the transfer of an alternate amount to CHS.

3.

Approve the transfer of only the operational contract to CHS.

4.

Deny the request.

5.

Any other action the Board deems appropriate.

Recommended Action
1. Approve the transfer of the remaining $73,147 (and the FY 98-99 allocation of
$120,740, subject to the T.R.I.M. process) originally allocated to Youth Homes
of Florida (VHF) for FY 97-98 to the Children's Home Society (CHS) and execute
a contract for the period February 1, 1998 - September 30, 1998.

Source of JWB Funds
The FY 97-98 budget includes $120,740 for Youth Homes of Florida, Plantation
House I.

Fiscal Impact
There is no fiscal impact.

Narrative

C

Youth Homes of Florida has experienced severe financial difficulties over the last
several years due to repeated IRS delinquencies and mounting deficits.

On January 13, 1998, JWB staff received notification from the IRS that a levy had been
placed on all reimbursements to VHF. JWB's last reimbursement to VHF was on
December 24, 1997 for $5,013. There have been no subsequent reimbursement
requests since receipt of the IRS levy. Following a fiscal site review on January 20,
1998, staff issued a letter to Youth Homes of Florida (VHF) serving as official30 day
notification of JWB's intent to terminate these agreements with the agency. This
decision was made based on the levy notification, YHPs extensive debt, and the
agency's inability to meet payroll or pay current bills.
The VHF Board voted to close the agency on January 28, 1998. VHF terminated its
contracts with the Juvenile Welfare Board as of January 29, 1998. These contracts are
Plantation House I funded at $120,740 and the Equipment and Renovation grant,
funded at $7,127.
JWB funded Plantation House I, an eight (8) bed licensed temporary shelter for
adolescent females ages 12-17, at a per diem rate of $128.54 for 939.32 client days.
Currently, there is $85,221 remaining in the contract of which $12,074 had been
advanced to VHF. JWB staff recommends transferring $36,573 of the JWB's funding
commitment from VHF to CHS for temporary shelter services supporting 310.15
client care days at a per diem rate of $117.92 and $36,574 for family reunification and
support programs. The annualized amount is $120,740, which will include 473.04
client care days at a per diem rate of $117.92 {$55,781} and $64,959 for the new
component. Art O'Hara, Exe,cutive Director of CHS has stated the reduction in JWB
funding for client care days will be supplimented by Medicaid dollars and a more cost
effective program.
The family reunification and support component is an addition to the program. The
program's current licensed therapist with assistance from a new BA level Home Finder
position and other relevant program staff will provide in-home counseling, parent
training and support for family preservation, reunification and permanency planning to
include permanent foster care, adoption or independent living. Department of Children
and Families (DCF) funding for this component is not available.
This contract will be reviewed for continued support in FY 98-99 based on the
effectiveness of the family reunification/support program and the appropriate role for
JWB funding.
DCF also received levy notifications and has taken similar actions. It has transferred
the balance of its contracts to CHS for Plantation House I, II and the Bonding Home.
VHF is in the process of selling Plantation House II and CHS will transfer 6 youth at this
facility to the First Presbyterian shelter home within 30 days. CHS is in the process of
closing the Bonding Home. The 3 youth in this facility will be transferred to other CHS
sites. VHF has agreed to lease Plantation I to CHS to maintain the facility as an 8 bed
temporary shelter.
There is also an equipment and renovation allocation still pending for $7,127 originally
allocated for a new fence and soffits for Plantation House I. The Executive Director of
CHS, has stated the facility is in dire need of a new roof and is requesting use of the
funding for this purpose. Once the legal status of Plantation I has been clarified staff
will review the option of transferring the contract to CHS based upon receiving three (3)

comparable bids, the agency's ability to match the funding at 25% and the ability to pay
any additional expenses.
Staff will report to the Board in March on the probability of any repayment of the VHF
promissory note to the JWB for $87,571. Staff has referred the issue of payment of this
note to Legal counsel.

c
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Item II.E.
Regular Meeting 02/1 2/98

Action
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
Lisa Sahulka, Director of Program & Flnanc-tr

Requested Action
The Board is requested to accept by resolution the 1997 Annual Financial
Report and the accompanying management letter.

Options
1 . Accept the 1 997 Annual Financial Report and accompanying
letter.

management

2. Reject and direct staff to proceed at the request of the Board.

Recommended Action
1. Accept the 1997 Annual Financial Report and the accompanying
management letter.

source of JWB Funds
Not applicable.

Fiscal Impact
Not applicable.

Narrative
Attached is a copy of the FY 1996-97 Annual Financial Report and the
accompanying management letter.
The audit was completed by the firm of KPMG Peat Marwick. The Annual
Financial Report has been prepared consistent with applicable state statutes and
the reporting standards of the Government Accounting Standards. This certifies
the accuracy and integrity of the fiscal policies and procedures of the Juvenile
Welfare Board.

IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ALL EMPLOYEE PERSONNEL FILES CONTAIN
DOCUMENTATION OF ANNUAL EVALUATIONS AND ALL EVALUATIONS BE
PERFORMED ON A TIMELY BASIS TO PROVIDE EMPLOYE[ r::;EDBACK AND
MERIT INCREASES, AS APPLICABLE, AS SOON AS PRACTICABLE.
Management Response
This involved Senior management staff whose rough draft
evaluations had been completed, but whose final copy was not in
the file. The Executive Director's file did not include a current
evaluation. Management concurs and will incorporate all annual
evaluations in employee personnel files in the future. Priority has
been placed on completing the 1997 Management evaluations.

Staff Resource Person: Sue Walterick
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Item III.A.
Regular Meeting 2/12/98

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members ·

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Direct
nt..
Stephanie W. Judd, Director, Strate ic lmplementatio~-

J'("
~

Requested Action
The Board is requested to approve the Action Plan for the Implementation of
the JWB Strategic Plan.

Options
1. Approve the plan.
2. Approve the plan as modified by the Board.
3. Disapprove the plan and direct staff to resubmit at a later date.

Recommended Action
Approve the Action Plan for the Implementation of the JWB Strategic
Plan.

Source of JWB Funds
Ad valorem tax revenue, fund balance-cash forward revenue,
Intergovernmental, and Miscellaneous revenue.

Fiscal Impact
Approval of the Action Plan will determine the utilization of resources over the
next three (3)fiscal years.

Narrative
The following plan is submitted for approval. The Board is requested to review each
item separately; therefore, each RECOMMENDED ACTION is delineated followed by
a narrative explaining the rationale for the recommendation. Attachment A of the
Board memorandum includes an Executive ~ummary and four Appendices. Each
Appendix references one of the four major work clusters and includes detailed
information concerning that work cluster. For easy reference each Appendix is not
only numbered, but is also color coded.

I.

0

IMPLEMENT A STRATEGIC RESULTS BUDGETING SYSTEM
(Appendix 1-Yellow)

A. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the Funding Groups for Community &

1
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Human Development, Personal Problem Solving, and Support.
Rationale: All funding activities will be clustered. into one of three groups. One key
marker will be used to differentiate each group. Current JWB funded programs have
been classified using this method.
B. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the following principles for program
ranking assessments:
1. The earlier the intervention, the higher the ranking.
2. Community, neighborhood, and home based services will receive
higher rankings.
3. Asset based programs will receive higher rankings.
4. The clearer the linkage to the three critical concerns, the higher the
ranking.
5. The above rankings will occur in the context of such variables as:
State mandates
i.
li.
Cost effectiveness
iii.
Target neighborhoods or age groups
iv.
The goals, objectives and design criteria recommended
in the Strategic Plan Task Force Report
v.
Program performance
Rationale: The proposed principles represent the core values of the Strategic Plan.
The goals, objectives, and design criteria recommended in the Strategic Plan Task
Force Report will be adapted for use in the program ranking assessments. The Task
Force identified 9 Goals for JWB, 8 Programmatic Goals for Providers, 10 Design
Criteria Questions, and 60 Objectives in the Implementation Report which will be
adapted for use. A program ranking assessment instrument will be developed by a
team of JWB staff. This new instrument will be pre-tested during the Spring of 1998
to ensure it is comprehensive, relevant process for program evaluation. During that
time, a team of JWB staff will utilize the ranking assessment with all Personal
Problem Solving programs. This pre-test process will allow for 100% participation by
the agencies effected and allow them to have feedback concerning the instrument
and how it relates to their program. Based upon the Spring pre-test, the instrument
will be modified as needed. Full implementation of the ranking assessment process
will then take place in the Fall of 1998. Having participated in the pre-test phase,
programs will then have the opportunity to address those program areas identified in
the Spring which may need to be modified in order to receive a higher ranking.
C. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the following principles concerning
multi-year funding commitments:
1. Multi-year funding commitments of three (3) years shall be made
contingent upon financial resource consistency and stability
and the annual TRIM process.
2. All programs receiving multi-year funding commitments will undergo
reviews during the third year of their multi-year funding contract.
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3. All programs strategies will be reviewed in the context of both
program objectives and the community's progress toward overall
results.
Rationale: Funding of all programs must be in accordance with financial resources
and contingent upon the annual TRIM process; however, commitments for continued
funding can be made on a multi-year basis contingent upon these two issues. During
the third year of the funding commitment, each program will be reviewed to ensure
that the desired program results are being achieved and that the program is positively
contributing towards the achievement of overall system results.
D. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the following proportional funding plan
for programs:
CLUSTER

FY 1997·98
Funding
Proportions

FY 1998-99
Proportion
Range

FY 1999-2000
Proportion
Range

FY 2000..01
Proportion
Range
50%

Community and
Human
Development

42.0%

44.7%
(+/- .50%)

47.4%
(+/- .50%)

Personal
Problem
Solving

48.8%

46.1°/o
(+/· .50%)

43.5%
(+/-.50%)

Support
Activities and
Services

9.2%

-----------------·

-----------·····----

40.0%

10%

Rationale: In order to ensure that the financial resources of the Juvenile Welfare
Board focus in the areas of Community and Human Development, JWB staff
classified each current (FY 97-98) Continuation Funding program into one of the
following categories: Community and Personal Development, Personal Problem
Solving, or Support. The current proportion of ad valorem program funding is as
follows:
Community and Human Development
42.0% ($ 9,749,775)
Personal Problem Solving
48.8% ($11,329,975)
Support
09.2%($ 2.147.370)
$23,277,120
It is recommended that by FY 2000-2001, that the estimated proportional allocation of
funding will be as follows:

0

Community and Human Development
Personal Problem Solving
Support
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50% ($13, 118,677)*
40% ($10,494,942)*
10% ($ 2.623.735)*
$25,877,354

DRAFT
*Amounts are calculated based upon projected growth in the valuation rate and
current tax rate. Projected resources are for all purposes and would need to
accommodate program changes and any cost of living adjustments awarded by the
Board.
After FY 2000-2001, the Board will have the option to readdress the proportional
distribution of resources.
E. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve Option One of the following transition
funding procedures:
Option 1. All Personal Problem Solving programs will be ranked
using the program assessment ranking system. Based
upon the proportional funding plan, funding parameters
for the Personal Problem Solving allocation will be
determined for the next three years. The lowest ranking
programs will be discontinued after a one, two, or three
year transition as determined by the proportional funding
plan. Funding will be through Ad Valorem, Transitional,
or a combination thereof.
..

--- - -

fBOGBAM EY 98-99

OPTION I
FY 99-00

FY 01-02

EY 00-01

'

1
2
I
'

I

3
4
5
6
7
8

i

9
10
11
12

Three Year ~unding Cor ~mitments

----------

Transition
Transition

Tr""

-

....

_

lliVIJ"

Transition
Transition
xxxxDiscont nued Progra ms

Or·
Option 2. All Personal Problem Solving programs will be ranked
using the program assessment ranking system. Based
upon the proportional funding plan, funding parameters
for the Personal Problem Solving allocation will be
determined for the next three years. In FY 1998-99, the
programs receiving the lowest rating which
are needed to meet the budget parameter
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will receive Transitional funding for that year and
then be discontinued. A "High Risk Zone" of
lower ranked programs would be created which
will surround the annual budget target with more
programs than necessary to meet the targets.
Programs within the zone will have an
opportunity to refocus and revise their activity
for greater consistency with the Strategic Plan.
All programs in the zone would be reviewed and
ranked annually. This annual process would
identify programs to be discontinued to meet
budget targets. Programs discontinued in FY 9900 and FY 00.01 through this process would be
eligible for one additional year of transitional
funding •
..

OPTION II
~BOG BAM

c

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

FY 98·99

FY99.0Q

FY QO-Ql

FY 01.02

Three Year ~unding Cor hmitments

-

-

Hiah RiskZ bne: Tooe t va"Tuated--r
on an annu~ I basis
~

--

~

Transition
Transition

·-

~

~iti~·
Transitio

Transition
xxxxxxDiscc ntinued Proc rams

Rationale: Approval of the proportional funding plan will result in the need to
discontinue funding for selected programs currently funded by the Juvenile Welfare
Board. Staff has developed two options which will allow for a transition period for
those programs selected for discontinuation. Option 1 would not allow for the
possibility of program transformation. but gives each program a specific, identified
time period to secure alternative funding SOLU"ces. Option 2 will allow an opportunity
for programs scheduled for discontinuation in Year 2 and Year 3 to revise their
current program to be more consistent with the direction of the Strategic Plan and
could result in a continuation of the program{s) which successfully transform. Staff
recommends Option 1 because it gives ample notification to secure alternative
funding while offering the most straight forward approach. Major disadvantages of
Option II are the increase in the number of programs placed in uncertain status the
second and third year of the plan. the potential for unhealthy competition,
istrative cost.
complication of multi-year planning. and greater admin_
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F. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve targeting of new· financial resources to:
I.

II.

Community and Human Development
a. All New Initiatives
b. Program Enhancements
c. Program Expansions
Personal Problem Solving
a. Program Enhancements
b. Program Expansions

Cost of Living increases may be allocated to programs in either category.

Rationale: All new financial resources will be targeted for New Initiatives in the
Community and Human Development cluster. New Initiatives are programs not
currently being funded which may be provided by current funded agencies or
agencies not currently funded by the JWB. Only Program Enhancements and
Program Expansions will be funded with new financial resources in the Personal
Problem Solving cluster. New Initiatives are new models, programs or replications of
current programs which are not currently funded by JWB which support the core
values of the Strategic Plan. Program enhancements are components of programs
which are more holistic and complete and which incorporate family support and/or
youth development principles. Examples of program enhancements are
intergenerational programs, or moving from providing services in an office setting to a
community setting or the participant's own home. Program expansions increase the
quantitative capacity of the program. There may be no change in the way services
are delivered. Examples of program expansions are increase in the number of
children or families served or adding services in new geographic areas.
II.

DEVELOP AN ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE
(Appendix 11-Green)

A. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Conduct a Search Institute Survey in FY 98-99.
Rationale: In order to determine the impact of JWB funding upon the children of
Pinellas County, it is necessary to determine baseline data concerning their individual
assets. The proposed utilization of the Search Institute Survey gives a portrait of the
developmental assets and risk behaviors of 6th to 12th grade students. The
information yielded from the survey will provide information for the three result areas
and describe individual, family, school, and community assets from the perspective of
youth. Staff are currently exploring survey implementation strategies with the Pinellas
County School Board. Because the Search instrument is utilized in other
communities, it would be possible to begin to undertake comparative analysis.
B. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Conduct a Youth Mapping Initiative
1. Pilot In the Summer of 1998
2. Full implementation in FY 1998-99
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Rationale: Youth mapping involves a process in which youth collect information on
community assets as perceived by the youth. JWB will contract with one of the
Kellogg Local Partners to commence and pilot the initiative in the Summer of 1998.
Full implementation will then be completed during FY 98-99.
C. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Develop a community assets/capacities
database, Including a database on educational and training resources
beginning In FY 97-98(on-golng).
Rationale: The community assets/capacities database is needed to assist
neighborhoods in identifying their assets and those areas in which they might choose
to devote their energies to improving. While there may currently be data on a county
or census tract area, that data is neither comprehensively obtained and reported on
at consistent basis. In order to mobilize the community and to ascertain level of
improvement at the neighborhood level, a baseline must exist.
D. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Implement a client Information database no later
than October 1, 1998.
Rationale: A client information system is proposed to replace the current SemiAnnual Statistical Reporting system used by JWB. JWB's current system is not a
database, but is a series of linked spreadsheets. The information is completed by the
funded agencies, and then re-keyed when received by JWB. There is not report
writing capability or analytical ability in the current JWB system. This is all done
manually at this time and is extremely labor intensive. Implementation of a client
information database, such as the CHILDS data base, will allow for electronic transfer
of information directly from the funded agencies, and will electronically produce
analytical data and reports thereby freeing staff time for working directly with
agencies. The CHILDS data base was developed at the St. Lucie Children's Services
Council and is also being piloted at the Hillsborough Children's Board. The Palm
Beach County Children's Services Council began evaluating the system in January.
The data base is designed for child serving agencies for the purpose of collecting
agency data for analysis, reports, and outcome evaluation. It will allow for statewide
comparison of common data. As JWB has no statutory confidentiality protection, any
system developed will not include personal identifiers.
E. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Implement a Results Measurement System no
later than October 1, 1998.
Rationale: The Results Measurement System is designed to provide measurement
of movement and progress in the three areas of critical community concern. The
system will consist of two tiers. Tier One is an overall impact level (seventeen initial
systems objectives will be collected and tracked by JWB in the three focus areas as
well as asset development) and Tier Two is a program specific level (specific
program objectives will be collected by the funded agencies and tracked by JWB).

0

While JWB and its funded agencies and programs can impact the three areas of
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critical community concern, there are other community partners and systems which
must choose to be part of this effort. The combined efforts of all entities will effect
the County's overall results in impacting the three·areas of critical community
concern.
. .. .

.

F. RECOMMENDED ACTION: Implement longitudinal public opinion surveys
beginning with the Base Year in FY 98-99 (3rd or 4th Quarter).
Rationale: Many of the desired results occur because of changes in attitude and
perceptions of the community at large. When society appears to condone a risk
taking behavior, the community will have a higher incidence of that behavior. When
the community determines that certain behavior is unacceptable, they tend to
mobilize efforts to ensure that the incidence of that behavior is minimal. Attitudinal
data is a significant measure of success and is not now obtained on a consistent or
comprehensive level. Implementation of longitudinal public opinion surveys will fill
this gap.
Ill.

FOSTER COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE RESULTS
(Appendix Ill-Pink)

RECOMMENDED ACTION: Approve the concept of fostering community
ownership of the results.
Rationale: In the Spring of 1998, JWB staff will research efforts and models of other
communities to gain broad based ownership and develop a Community Ownership
Plan specific to Pinellas County for presentation to the Board in June, 1998.
IV.

DEVELOP INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY
(Appendix IV-Lavender)

Information: The identified plans will be developed in order to increase the capacity
of JWB staff to implement the Strategic Plan. All actions are now seen as occurring
within existing Board policies and practices. Actions which have budget implications
will be reviewed by the Board during the normal budgeting process.
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Attachment A:
Implementation of the Juvenile Welfare Board Strategic Plan:
A Work Plan
Draft Report to the Board

Source Documents: Task Force Report
Strategic Plan
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INTRODUCTION
The Board of the Juvenile Welfare Board has approved a strategic plan emphasizing
a proactive focus on three critical community concerns. The Board in its strategic plan
emphasized building upon and developing community and individual assets in order to
obtain the many benefits of such assets as well as the reduction of violence,
substance abuse or harmful sexual behaviors by young people. Following approval of
the plan, the Board appointed a multi-stakeholder group of citizens, providers,
institutional representatives, and JWB staff to address specific steps to implement the
plan. This report was issued on January sm , 1998. Staff of the JWB were then
charged with translating both the Strategic Plan and the Task Force report into a work
plan. This document is that work plan. JWB's commitment to cultural diversity and
cultural competence has been integrated into the strategic implementation process.
This work plan consists of four major clusters of work which are described below. A
number of specific tasks are required to carry out these major clusters. This
introductory paper describes these major clusters of work and the tasks required to
accomplish this work.

Major Work Clusters
0

1. Implement Strategic Results Budgeting System

(APPENDIX I)

0

2. Develop an organizational knowledge base

(APPENDIX II)

0

3. Foster community ownership of the results

(APPENDIX Ill)

0

4. Develop internal organizational capacity

(APPENDIX IV)

Work Plan
0

I. IMPLEMENT STRATEGIC RESULTS BUDGETING SYSTEM

Context: The Strategic Plan calls for a focus on "'front end" activities and
developmentally targeted efforts [ages 0-6 and 1 0-141 to develop community
and individual assets and address the three critical community concerns. In
practice, this occurs in two ways. One is how funds are allocated. The second
is by what is measured.
A key component of the work plan, therefore, is to develop a system that
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addresses these two elements. It is important that the resource allocation or
budgeting system concentrate resources in key strategic areas. Also required
is a results measurement system that provides feedback and benchmarks
progress toward the three critical concerns. These two elements work together
in that benchmark data impacts resource allocation decisions. The major action
steps JWB will take to create such a system are described below. For each
major action step a number of more detailed steps are required. These are
discussed in the various appendices. The process by which programs will be
assessed and ranked will include an interactive process with currently funded
agencies and will be pre-tested during the Spring of 1 998 to ensure it is a
comprehensive, relevant process for program evaluation.

0

II. DEVELOP AN ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE

Context. To implement the strategic plan, JWB requires additional sources of
information. This information is required for three purposes. One purpose is
to assess progress toward the three critical concerns as measured in the results
measurement system. A second purpose is to develop information for planning
and RFP purposes. A third purpose is to provide information to providers to
assist them in their work. Therefore JWB will have to develop a number of
databases to implement the Strategic Plan.
The major databases that will need to be developed include:
1. Individual assets that youth in the community possess
2. Community assets and capacities data base, including educational and
training resources
3. A client information database
4. Results Measurement System [Duplicate task in earlier work cluster]
5. Longitudinal public opinion assessments

0

Ill. FOSTER COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE RESULTS

Context. True results in the three areas of concern cannot be achieved by JWB
acting in isolation. While its resources are significant, they are insufficient for
this task. Even if the resources were significantly greater, the reality is that the
critical concern issues are so systemic and complex that no single entity
possesses the skills, resources, or networks required for effective action.
Therefore, JWB must act in concert with other entities if real progress is to be
made.
However, this is easier said than done. No one will argue against the various
funders, service providers and civic organizations working together to address

3
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these issues. The complexity comes not from a lack of agreement that these
are significant issues. The complexity comes as each entity sorts out its
mission in relationship to these concerns, reflects on its particular knowledge
and skill in these areas, and seeks to balance these concerns with others its
particular publics or stakeholders may have.
Neither can JWB simply announce to the community that everyone will work
together to address these three areas. The level of cooperation and focused
effort needed will come only when these other entities arrive at the same
conclusion that JWB has arrived at - that these are three critical areas where
progress will have significant overall impact. Such conclusions are best
reached in a process of thoughtful conversation and analysis. The Board itself
used such a process to reach this conclusion. The Task Force appointed by the
Board reached similar conclusions through a similar process of discussion. This
same discussion must now occur at the community leadership level.
In addition to creating ownership among institutional participants, JWB must
seek to inform and educate the public on these issues. To do this it must utilize
the wide range of marketing and public education technologies available today.

0

IV. DEVELOP INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY

Context. For JWB to implement the strategic plan, a number of new roles and
functions will have to be assumed by JWB staff.
This will require a realignment of responsibilities, redesign of key processes, new approaches to
staffing, and new approaches to information technology. JWB will have to
engage in a concentrated effort to develop the additional organizational
capacity.
TIMELINE
0

1 . Implement Strategic Results Budgeting System

Task#

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Task Description
Approve Funding Groups
Ranking Assessment Procedures
Multi-Year Funding Commitments
Proportional Funding targets
Transition Funding procedures
New Initiative Funding
Board Decision
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Projected Due/Completion Date
Feb 98
Feb 98
Feb 98
Feb 98
Feb 98
Feb 98
Mar 98
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8.

Finalize Results Measurement System
Finalize Assessment System
Conduct Personal Problem Solving reviews
Implement Personal Problem
Solving Funding
Conduct Community and Personal
Development reviews

9.
10.
11.

12.
Task#

13.
0
Task#

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
0
Task#

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
0
Task#

1.
2.
3.
4.

Spring 98
Oct 98
Oct-Nov 98
Jan 99
Feb-Mar 99

Task Description
Projected Due/Completion Date
Conduct Support Activities and Services
reviews
Feb-Mar 00
2. Develop an organizational knowledge base
Task Description
Projected Due/Completion Date
Conceptual Plan
Feb 98
Board Decision
Mar 98
Conduct Search lnst. Survey
Fall 98
Youth Mapping Initiative
Fall 98
Community Capacities Database
Spring 98 & ongoing
Client Information database
Oct 98
Implement Results Measurements System
Oct 98 & ongoing
Public opinion assessments
FY 98-99 & ongoing
3. Foster community ownership of the results
Task Description
Projected Due/Completion Date
Spring 98
Research efforts in other communities
Develop a model for Pinellas
Spring 98
Develop plan to foster community
ownership
Spring 98
Board review
June 98
Implement
June 98
4 Develop internal organizational capacity to implement the Strategic
Plan
Task Description
Projected Due/Completion Date
On-going
Process simplification
FY 97-98 & on-going
Organizational Responsibilities
FY 97-98 & on-going
Team Based Organizational Redesign
Staff Development plan
Feb 98

5
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5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

Resource Development Function
Resource Utilization improvements
Information Technology plan
Community education strategy
Social marketing campaign design
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Feb 98
Spring 98
April 98
Spring 98
Fall 98
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Appendix 1: STRATEGIC RESULTS BUDGETING SYSTEM
The key component of Strategic Plan implementation is a new approach to
resource allocation which is strategic plan based. The process of resource allocation
is key to strategic plan implementation. There must be a high degree of consistency
between resource allocation and strategic direction if the plan is to be implemented.
The proposed approach to resource allocation seeks to ensure that consistency. It is
comprised of six interlocking components which are described below:

1 . Funding Groups
All funding activities will be clustered into one of three groups. One key marker will
be used to differentiate each group. The groups are:
A. Community & Human Development:
Programs and activities designed to promote resiliency and
development and prevent problem behaviors. These programs
activities may focus on groups of persons - persons of a certain
range; gender; geographic, ethnicity - but are not aimed at
identifiable individual or family.

0

skill
and
age
any

B. Personal Problem Solving:
Programs and services designed to intervene and/or treat problem
behaviors which focus on identifiable persons or families who have
demonstrated some need for assistance or are receiving treatment.
C. Support Activities & Services:
Programs whose primary function is to support the programs, staff , and
agencies which provide direct consumer contact activities, supports, and
services.
Current JWB funded programs have been classified using this method and are found
in Appendix I, Attachment I.
2. Program Ranking Assessments

c

Within each group, programs will be ranked to determine their funding priority.
This ranking will be done utilizing the three screen "goals/objectives/design
criteria" model developed by the Strategic Plan Task Force and as modified by
JWB staff. In addition to the three screens, a fourth context specific screen
will be added. This last screen will address specific programming needs such
as a geographic area, target population, or other specific topic/need that JWB
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believes important to address.
Five guidelines are proposed to guide staff in their program .assessments.
These guidelines form the priority for the goals/objectives/design criteria
screens developed by the Task Force. The guidelines are:

* The earlier the intervention, the higher the ranking.
JWB will give priority to programs which create or foster conditions
which [1) would foster desired behaviors; [2] prevent the development
of problem behaviors; or [3] intervene early in the process of problem
development.

* Community, neighborhood, and
higher rankings.

home based services will receive

JWB will give priority to those programs which provide supports and
services in the home or neighborhood.

* Asset based programs will receive higher rankings.
JWB will give priority to those programs which consistently apply [using
the design criteria] the principles of the resiliency approach as identified
in the Task Force report.

* The clearer the linkage to the three critical concerns, the higher the
ranking.
JWB will give priority to programs which are clearly linked to the three
critical concerns in a manner consistent with the other three guidelines.

* The above rankings will occur in the context of such variables as:
0
0
0
0
0

State mandates
Cost effectiveness
Target neighborhoods or age groups
The goals, objectives and design criteria recommended in
the Strategic Plan Task Force Report
Program performance

Once the Program Ranking Assessment system has been developed, it will be pre-
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tested (during the Spring 1998), to ensure it is a comprehensive, relevant process by
which to evaluate programs.
3. Multi-Year Funding Commitments
To provide stability and fairness during this transition period, the JWB Board
adopts the following guidelines for staff to use in developing administrative
procedures to implement this plan.

* Multi-year funding commitments of three (3) years shall be made
contingent upon financial resource consistency and stability
and the annual TRIM process.
* All programs receiving multi-year funding commitments will undergo
reviews during the third year of their multi-year funding contract.
* All programs strategies will be reviewed in the context of both
program objectives and the community's progress toward overall
results.
All funded agencies should be grouped into one of the three categories of the
Strategic Results Budgeting system. Reviews of currently funded
programs will be conducted in three cycles. The first cycle will be those
programs clustered as "Personal Problem Solving". The second cycle will
be those programs clustered as "Community and Human Development".
The third cycle will be those programs clustered as "Support Activities
and Services" Reviews will be conducted using the modified
goals/objectives/design criteria developed by the Task Force. Rankings
will be guided by the guidelines.
4. Proportional Funding Plan
The goal of a proportional funding plan is to increase the proportion of JWB Ad
Valorem funds which are primarily developmental and preventive in nature.
Over.the next three fiscal years FY 98-99 to FY 00-01, JWB will begin to shift
funds from Personal Problem Solving to Community and Human Development
and Support. This will be accomplist"led by analyzing each of the agencies with
Personal Problem Solving programs. These programs will be screened based
on the goals, objectives and design criteria of the strategic plan.
Funding shifts to achieve the target proportions should not be attempted
overnight. Instead, the process should be approached on a multi-year
basis to minimize negative impacts or unintended consequences. The
following chart depicts proportional funding for the current FY as well as
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the recommended proportional funding for FY 2000-2001:
PROGRAM CLUSTERS

FY 1997-1998
Proportion

FY 2000-2001
Proportion

Community and Human Development: i.e.
child care, neighborhood centers, after school
programs

42 .0%

50.0%

Personal Problem Solving: i.e. counseling
programs, day tr~atment, residential
treatment, shelters

48.8%

40.0%

Support Activities and Services: i.e.
licensing, information/referral, assessment

9.2%

10.0%

100.0%

100.0%

Total All Programs

5. Transition funding procedures
Approval of the proportional funding plan will result in
the need to discontinue funding for selected programs currently funded
by the Juvenile Welfare Board. Staff has developed two options which
will allow for a transition period for those programs selected for
discontinuation. Option 1 would not allow for the possibility of program
transformation, but gives programs a specific, identified time period to
secure alternative funding sources. Option 2 will allow an opportunity
for programs scheduled for discontinuation in Year 2 and Year 3 to revise
their current program to be more consistent with the direction of the
Strategic Plan and could result in a continuation of the program(s) which

10
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successfully transform.
graphs:

These two options are depicted in the following
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6. New Initiatives, Program Enhancements, and Program Expansions
All new financial resources will be targeted for New Initiatives in the Community and
Human Development cluster and for Program Enhancements and/or Program
Expansions in the Personal Problem Solving cluster. The following is a list of options
for funding consideration in the next fiscal year. Further options will be presented in
the FY 1 998-99 Budget process. All recommendations for specific allocations of new
financial resources will be brought to the Board for final action.
A. FY 97-98 INITIATIVES{* All budget figures used are preliminary estimates)
Asset Mapping- Youth are employed to canvass neighborhoods block
by block in search of programs, services, opportunities and
caring adults available to them and their peers.
"YouthMappers" become local ethnographers- asking and
answering questions - providing their own insight into the
definition and identification of community resources for
youth and families. Budget: $56,000 - $75,000
Early Childhood Development options
• The T.E.A.C.H. Early Childhood Scholarship Program: Offers a
mechanism for child care teachers and directors to continue
their professional development in the field of early childhood
education. The program links teacher training and education to
compensation and commitment to the field of early childhood
education. Budget: To be provided by Coordinated Child Care
• Gold Seal- develop monetary incentives for child-care centers .
Budget to be provided by Coordinated Child Care.
• Substitutes on Standby {SOS) or similar effort- Program
designed to provide child care agencies with substitute for
absent child care workers.
Budget: $130,000
• LIEF expansion - Increase child care funding for LIEF.
Budget: up to $200,000
Planning Grant for Middle School Programs
Time frame - July - Sept.
RFP issued for planning grants for Middle School Program
models. Examples include New York BEACON programs, the
Chicago YouthNet project. Budget: $40,000
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c

c

21•t Century Community Learning Centers
The 21st Century Community Learning Centers program will
provide $40 million to rural and inner-city public schools to
address the educational needs of its community after-school,
weekends and summers.
The focus of this program,
authorized under Title X will be to provide expanded learning
opportunities for participating children in a safe, drug-free and
supervised environment. The Centers will enable schools to
stay open longer, providing a safe place for homework centers,
intensive mentoring in basic skills, drug and violence
prevention counseling, helping middle school students to
prepare to take college prep courses in high school, enrichment
in the core academic subjects as well as opportunities to
participate in recreational activities, the arts, and technology
programs. The Department of Education intends to provide
grants that will fund between 300-400 new Centers for a
period not to exceed three years. The Application deadline in
March 9,1998 and the Anticipated award date is May 15,
1 998 The Board is being requested to approve funding for this
initiative at the February 1998 meeting.
The Pinellas County School Board is applying for this grant,
which, if received, would fund a 21•t Century Community
Learning Center at the 16th Street Middle School. JWB staff
recommends partnering with this initiative, by providing
funding for Middle School services, such as tutoring, computer
labs, mentoring, life skills, and art programs at the Campbell
Park facility directly across from 16th Street Middle School.
These programs would also take advantage of the outdoor
space in Campbell park, enabling recreations activities as well.
The IMA intends to provide tutoring services at both sites.
The Board is being requested to approve funding for this
initiative at the February 1998 meeting. ·
Budget: $100,000-$150,000
Budget Amendment for funded agencies to support client information
system initiative
Pilot- 1 0 agencies receive computer components necessary to run
a client information system.
Budget: $15,000- $20,000 (total maximum estimated).
13
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Full Implementation - Each agency receives
computer components necessary to run a client
information system
Budget: $75,000- $100,000 (total maximum estimated).
Enhancement Funding
Staff recommends issuing an RFP in April, 1 998 for the purpose of
providing ~nhancement grants to funded agencies. These
programs would advance the goals of the Strategic Plan
initiative by focusing on asset development as outlined.
Examples of these programs are:
1 . Conflict resolution
2. Life skills program
3. Sexuality education
4. Community education programs
5. Family support
6. Youth Involvement
7. Completing more holistic strategies
Budget: $265,000 (currently budgeted)
B. FY 98-99 INITIATIVES
New Initiatives for FY 1998-99 will be presented in the budget process.
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Attachment I.
FY 1997·98

AGENCY/PROGRAM
_ AFRICAN AMERICAN LEADERSHIP COUNCIL NFC
.. ASIAN FAMILY & COMM.IFACE • NFC
' FRONT MEDICAL CENTER ·HEALTH FAM.
HEL COMMUNITY BAPTIST CHURCH
BIG BROTHERSIBIS SISTERS· IMPACT
BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS 1 TO 1 MATCH
. BOYS & GIRLS CLUBS· INDIV. SERVICES
BROOKWOOD· YWR
· CARLTON • RESIDENTIAL TREAMENT
CAREER OPT. OF CLW·YOUTH BUILD
CAREER OPT. OF ST.PETE·YOUTH BUILDERS
CASA • DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CASA ·SUBSTANCE ABUSE
CHILDREN'S HOME· PINELLAS SCHOOL SPT.
CITIZEN'S ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS • C&FSP
CITIZEN'S ALLIANCE FOR PROGRESS • UACC
COMMUNITY PRIDE • CHILD CARE
COMMUNITY SERVICE FOUNDATION • NFC
CONSUMER CREDIT COUNSELING SERVICE
· CCC · CHILD CARE MATCH
CCC - LIEF
- CCC • SPECIAL CHILDRENS SERVICES
· CCC- SUBSIDIZED DAY CARE
COUNTY OF PINELLAS · PC COOP. EXT. · YAR
CREATIVITY IN CHILD CARE
DEPT OF HEALTH-HEALTHY START DRUG FREE FAM. PROG .
DEPT OF HEALTH· FAM PARTNERS
DEPT OF HEALTH - HEALTHY FAMILIES PINELLAS
DEPT OF HEALTH • NEHS
DIRECTIONS · ADOLESCENT DAY TREATMENT
DIRECTIONS· CHILDRENS OUTPATIENT
DIRECTIONS • ELMHOIBARDMOOR
DIRECTIONS · THE KID CONNECTION
DIRECTIONS • HOMELESS OUTREACH
DIRECTIONS· PRESCHOOL CONSULTATION
~KERD ·EARLY INTERV. SEA· HI-FIVE PINELLAS
.-KERD • AMERICORPS HI-FIVE
ERVIN'S ALL AMERICAN YOUTH CLUB
EXCHANGE CENTER • PARENT AIDE PROGRAM
FAMILY RESOURCES - GROUP HOMES
FAMILY RESOURCES • HELPLINE
FAMILY RESOURCES • OUTCLIENT COUNSELING
FAMILY RESOURCES • YOUTH CRISIS • SHELTEAS
FAMILY RESOURCES • VOL. ACTION CENTER
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS • CHILDNET
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS · FAMILY LIFE ED.
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS • MFC
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS • FAST PROGRAM
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS· SEXUAL ASSAULT SERVICES
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS· TIME OUT HOMES
FAMILY SERVICE CENTERS ·CLIENT ADVOCATE
FLORIDA GULF COAST AUTISM
FLORIDA PARENT • CHILD PROGRAM
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF • PEACH PROGRAM
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF - NFC
GIRLS INC.
GCJFMHS ·ADULTS MENTOR lNG CHILDREN
HEALTHY KIDS PINELLAS
HOSPICE · CHILDREN AND FAMILY SUPPORT
IMA
JUVENILE SERVICES PROGRAM
MFCP • FAMILY SUPPORT SERVICES
MFCP - M&F COUNSELING PROGRAM
MFCP-STARSPROGRAM
MFCP·TOTAL FAMILY STRATEGY
MORTON PLANT • HFIRWJ
"'ATIONAL CONFERENCE· CAMP ANYTOWN
PERATION PAR· ALPHA
r(>PERATION PAR · THE ACADEMY
OPERATION PAR · BETA

COMMUNITY AND HUMAN
PERSONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
DEVELOPMENT

SUPPORT

$155,258
$157,106
$58,156

'..

$5193
$51 927
$294,681
$132 063
$55.274
$105.278
$30182
$35,469
$72044
$64137
$134,993
$206000
$102431
$85 511
$65 817
S60n9
$601 979
$4228438
$336119
$788098
$44093
$147 801
$109 790
$380,029
$1 703 685
$195 436
$131 ,022
$354239
$43,930
$60,910
$35,651
$56704
$185,336
$104 604
$74865
$46,805
$242 824
$151 ,326
$186,462
$141 784
$145,056
$345,641
$206,232
S198,n4
$167,613
$410,011
$80,558
$36,835
$176,810
$115,845
$61,159
$118,188
$240,362
$179,443
$298,923
$81,479
$86,058
$113,870
$58,025
$509,581
$85,160
$172,989
$114,505
$24,925
$52,965
$355,626
$195,656
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FY 1997·98

AGENCY/PROGRAM
OPERATION PAR· COSA
OPERATION PAR · DISNEY CREW
OPERATION PAR · CAPS
OPERATION PAR· GARDEN VILLAS NFC
OPERATION PAR· OLIVE B. MCLIN
PEMHS • INTENSIVE ADOLS. DAY TREATMENT
IPARC-PRESCHOOL.IHOMEBOUND
PINELLAS COUNTY LICENSE BOARD
PCUL • COMPREHENSIVE FAMILY SERVICES
PCUL·PRCUECTSUCCESS
PINELLAS VILLAGE · FAMILY SERVICES
RCS • EMERGENCY HOUSING
RCS ·THE HAVEN
RESOURCE CENTER FOR WOMEN • SMART
SAFETY HARBOR • NFC
SANDERLIN CENTER • NFC
SGT ALLEN MOORE • SAFEHOUSE
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT • CHILD CUST.
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT· GUARD.AD.LIT
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT· FL • BEH. EVAL.
SIXTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT COURT· JUV. ARB.
SUNCOAST CHILD PROTECTION TEAM • MPH
SCCMH • THERAPEUTIC PRESCHOOL
SCCMH • CHILDRENS OUTPATIENT
SCCMH • EARLY INTERVENTION
SCCMH • ELMHOIRAWLINGS
SCCMH • FAMILY SPT • WALSINGHAM
SCCMH • HOMEBASED FAMILY
SCCMH • HOMELESS OUTREACH
SCCMH ·TOTAL FAMILY STRATEGY
USF ·OASIS PROGRAM
UNITED CEREBRAL PALSY· CHILD CARE
UNITED METHODIST COOP. · S.E. ASIAN
UNITED WAY ·YAR
UPARC· EARLY INTERVENTION ·HOMEBOUND/PRESCHOOL
YWCA· TAMPA BAY· APPS
YWCA· TAMPA BAY· EMERGENCY SHELTER
YOUTH HOMES OF FL ·PLANTATION HOUSE I

COMMUNITY AND HUMAN
DEVELOPMENT

PERSONAL PROBLEM SOLVING
$271 ,129

•

SUPPORT

$161 406
$132 035
$111050
$60000

Q

$308 641
$382 013

$890,573
$94472
$159181
$195,799
$38,961
$54889
$131 356
$149 768
$203 373
$130 443
$69,132
$67,220
$315,644
$67976
$102 383
$67 865
$416 602
$124,504
$60 672
$71,087
$195,661
$25 891
$151 722
$133 133
$103 781
$29274
$21 509
$165 448
$527 039
$58,230
$120,740

SUB TOTAL

S9749ns

$11.329 975

f

"

$2147 370

42.0%

48.8%

9.2%

39 PROGRAMS

59 PROGRAMS

10 PROGRAM
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Appendix II: DEVELOP AN ORGANIZATIONAL KNOWLEDGE BASE
The major databases that will need to be developed include:
1 . Individual assets that youth in the community possess
2. Community assets and capacities data base, including educational and
training resources
3. A client information database
4. Results Measurement System
5. Longitudinal public opinion assessments
The plan to develop each of these databases is presented below.

1 . Individual Assets database
Individual assets can be assessed via the Search Institute Profiles of Student
Life Survey. This survey ( 1 56 items) gives a portrait of the developmental assets
and risk behaviors of 6th to 12th grade students. The 50 minute, 156 item survey
has been implemented in several thousand communities and given to several
hundred thousand students. The information yielded from this survey provides
information for the three result areas and describes individual, family, school, and
community assets from the perspective of youth.

2. Community Assets and Capacities database
A. Youth Mapping Initiative
Youth mapping involves a process in which youth collect information on
community assets. The Juvenile Welfare Board will contract with one of the
Kellogg local partners to pilot a Youth Mapping initiative in FY 1998.
The Youth Mapping Initiative will:
1 . Use youth to gather information .bY locating and documenting points of
adult and community supports as well as "places to go and things to do" in
their communities.
2. Educate youth about Youth Mapping techniques and processes.
3. Educate youth in life and workplace skills.
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4. Provide valuable information about opportunities to learn in formal or
informal settings, develop new skills, help others, belong and be a member,
serve the community, and to be employed.
5. Pilot Youth Mapping in three communities in the summer of 1998: Oldsmar
and Palmetto Park (St. Petersburg) which have been tentatively identified and
a mid County community which will be identified in the near future.
6. Collect data for analysis and dissemination to community and JWB staff.
Based on the success of the pilot, a full-scale county Mapping Initiative
could be conducted during 1998/1999.
B.1 .

Asset Capacities in the Community
A profile of community resources that includes municipality
activities, non-profit youth and family serving activities, and
other asset development activities that benefit youth and
families will be developed and maintained on an ongoing basis .
Some resources are already assessed through the social
indicator database. Other resources will be identified through
the Youth Mapping Initiative.

B.2.

Education & Training Database
A data base will be developed that identifies relevant topics,
trainers, and organizations which reflect the mission, goals,
and objectives of the Juvenile Welfare Board and the network
of human services. The training & educational needs of JWB
employees, human service professionals, and the community
will be correlated with identified resources. Technological
resources consistent with those used by other learning
institutions will play a critical role in the acquisition and
dissemination of training information.

3. Formalize plan to implement a client ·information database
Option I CHILDS
As background, the CHILDS database was developed at the St. Lucie CSC and is
also being used at the Hillsborough CSC. The Palm Beach CSC will began
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evaluating the system in January. The database is designed to collect agency data
for the purpose of analysis, reports and outcome evaluation. The system was
designed to be extremely user friendly.
Option II
Arthur Andersen is exploring client information systems and will present options
in April as part of the Information Systems Plan.
Status:
JWB is in the process of testing and piloting the system. Currently, the database
is being modified for JWB use and capacity. In April, 10 agencies will be selected
to pilot the database for three months. Agencies choosing to volunteer will be
provided the software and hardware necessary to run the system. Some agencies
will have the necessary systems to run the database, other agencies will require
modems, component enhancements or new systems. System evaluations will be
done via both survey and on-site analysis.
Project Goal:
The goal is to provide the funded agencies with a database for reporting which
facilitates easy use and more accurate data. This technology will also significantly
expedite and improve our reimbursement process, should we decide to transfer
financial data as well as client information from the agencies. Agencies will also
be able to electronically transfer all data to the JWB. Agencies that are currently
using manual systems for statistics, would find the greatest benefits in this
system. Interagency and JWB to agency e-mail will be a component of the overall
plan.
There are clear advantages to the system for the JWB as well. Our flexibility in terms
of analysis and reporting will be greatly enhanced. Some of the immediate internal
improvements would be as follows:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

Elimination of double entry.
Ability to sort data by any field.
Increased flexibility in reporting.
Increased speed and accuracy in reporting.
Increased analysis capability.
Ability to compare data statewide

All the data fields we currently use are already in the database. As we complete the
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strategic planning process, the system allows easy modification of the fields to adjust
measurable objectives or to create a more asset based model. As the system is
currently configured, we would be able to produce our Semi-Annual Statistical Report,
along with additional reports as required.
4.

Develop results management system to measure progress on three critical
concerns

The Board has established three areas of critical community concern for JWB to focus
its attention and resources upon. One required element of such an effort is the
measurement of movement and progress in these three areas of concern. The Results
Management System is designed to provide this information. While the system will
be fully developed in the coming months, it is comprised of these major components:

*

*
*

*

1. JWB will establish system objectives which
are behavioral in nature and directly linked to
the three results areas. JWB will collect data
on these objectives and utilize these
objectives to determine if overall system
impact is occurring.
2. Provider contracts will specify program objectives
drawn from the Objectives Map which logically
contribute to the system objectives. Providers will be
responsible for the collection of this data in a
coordinated system with JWB.
3. The Objectives Map will be organized in a social
development model to clearly link results with goals,
system objectives, impact areas and program
objectives.
4. JWB will evaluate program effectiveness at
two tiers. Tier One is an overall impact to
determine if the overall array of services is
achieving the desired result. Programs could
be expanded, redesigned, or eliminated, based
on the data from either tier. Tier Two is a
program specific level to determine if a
program is achieving their goals and adequate
quality and productivity levels are being
reached. While JWB, its funded agencies and
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programs, as well as other community
partners can impact the three areas of critical
community concern, there are other entities
and systems who must choose to be part of
this effort. These entities will effect the
County's overall results in impacting the three
areas of critical community concern.
System Results/Objectives
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11 .
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1 7.

Increase number of youth graduating from high school.
Increase number of youth participating in structured activities (church-related,
municipal recreation, school extracurricular activities, and nonprofit youth
serving activities).
Increase parental involvement in school-related endeavors.
Increase time that youth spend providing services to others in the community.
Increase participation in youth leadership activities.
Increase school (kindergarten) readiness.
Increase number of youth who receive support from 3 or more adults
Increase in per capita ratios of students who do not use alcohol.
Increase in per capita ratios of students who do not use controlled substances.
Increase in the per capita ratios of students who do not engage in binge
drinking.
Decrease the per capita ratios of child maltreatment.
Decrease the per capita ratios of domestic violence.
Decrease the per capita ratios of teenage crime involving bodily harm.
Decrease the per capita rates of teen births.
Decrease the per capita rates of subsequent births to adolescents.
Increase the per capita rates of youth who abstain from sexual activity.
Decrease the per capita rates of youth who run away from home.

5. Longitudinal Public Opinion Surveys
A survey will be developed to reflect the perceptions, attitudes and concerns of
community members with regard to the three result areas. This survey will be
administered on a longitudinal basis to assess change.
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Appendix Ill. FOSTER COMMUNITY OWNERSHIP OF THE RESULTS
The process must of necessity be highly fluid for its success depends upon the
participants taking ownership. Once they do so, all plans are subject to change,
potentially rapid and dramatic. With this caveat, the plan for this particular part of
strategic plan implementation may consist of the following steps:

...

1 . Identify the mission and process of a policy group

...

2 . Identify key policy group members

...

3 . Identify specific means to actively involve the community.

...

4 . Identify necessary staff support to the Policy Group

...

5 . Identify JWB resource commitments.

...

6 . Assure a follow-up structure.

JWB staff will be researching several models for community mobilization to identify
the most appropriate strategy for Pinellas County. The following strategies show the
most promise for implementation: Search Institute and Communities that Care.
The Search Institute bases its mobilization efforts on a sound understanding of the
assets available in a community and the attitudes and behaviors of middle and high
school youth. Search Institute provides consulting, technical assistance and training
on community building for community partnerships and organizations.
The Communities that Care approach initiated by Developmental Research and
Programs, Inc. uses a "risk-focused prevention" strategy to assess the presence of risk
factors specific to substance abuse, violence, delinquency, teen pregnancy and school
drop-outs within a particular community. It is a comprehensive approach that
identifies risk-taking behaviors and protective factors, assesses community readiness,
and produces community mobilization strategies. Training and technical assistance
is also available to communities.
These models will be reviewed along with a soon-to-be released community
mobilization strategy developed by the National Association of Planning Councils in
order to develop a community mobilization strategy for Pinellas County.
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Appendix IV. INTERNAL ORGANIZATIONAL CAPACITY

To implement the strategic plan, JWB will need to change how it does its work. This
change will need to occur in several ways:
...

Process simplification. JWB will revisit several key organizational
processes to ensure they are as simple and efficient as possible.

Team-based processes. JWB will function more in a team-based
organizational design in the implementation of the plan.
Resource allocation and budgeting. As discussed in detail in the
Resource Allocation Task cluster, the Board will need to move to
a new resource allocation process as the plan is implemented.
Performance assessment. As discussed in the section on Results
Management, JWB will determine impacts differently in the
implementation of the strategic plan.
1.Process simplification/Redesign Component
This component consists of a number of staff workshops which will result in the
redesign of selected key organizational processes. At the highest level of analysis,
there are five steps:
Step 1 : Key Process Selection Meeting
...

This is a senior management level meeting in which the various processes
of JWB are reviewed and the key processes selected that need review.

Step 2: Key Process Mapping Workshop[s]
...

This step is a series of · workshops with staff who currently
manage/operate these processes. The purpose is simply to document in
a standard format the process as it currently works. The product of these
workshops is a set of process maps which delineate the steps and
decisions made in each process analyzed.
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Step 3: Process Redesign Workshop[s)
.,.

These workshops would involve not only participants in step 2 workshops
but a broader range of staff and others. The goal is to redesign the
process to meet organizational needs in a simpler and more efficient
manner. The product of these workshops is a proposed new way of
conducting each key process.

Step 4: Process Redesign Review/Approval
...

Once a process has been redesigned, it will be reviewed by Senior
management to ensure that it achieves the needed organizational
outcomes and that it is consistent with organizational direction. If
revisions are needed, the work product will be sent back to the group
originating it with feedback.

Step 5: New Process Implementation
...

When Senior management gives final approval to the process, a process
manager will be named who will be responsible for implementing the
process. Periodic reports will be provided to Senior management who will
be responsible for monitoring and making whatever adjustments are
required.

2. Organizational Responsibilities
To implement the plan, there will need to be a shift in organizational responsibilities.
The following are not exhaustive mission statements for JWB departments, but rather
identifications of some of the steps necessary to implement the Strategic Plan. In brief,
these are:
...

Community Planning & Development will take lead responsibility for
large or community level system responsibilities. It will also take
lead responsibility for neighborhood programs. In brief, CP&D will
focus on the community at its various levels.
Programs & Finance. P&F will focus on the formal provider
systems. This will include those funded by JWB in the results
infrastructure and those supported by JWB in the core
infrastructure. P&F will assume the full range of responsibilities
24
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here including program planning, monitoring, technical assistance,
and contract management. They will assume a more active role in
service coordination efforts.
...

Training Center. The training center will broaden its focus to
include internal staff development. Over the course of the
organizational re-alignment process it will make internal staff
development a priority.

...

Community Education. CP&D will revisit JWB's historic approach
to community education and develop a plan to focus community
education investments in a way more consistent with the strategic
plan.

...

Research & Development.
For the strategic plan to be
implemented, a number of databases must be developed and
maintained. These are detailed under the task cluster "Knowledge
Base". As part of the implementation plan R&D will develop a plan
to establish and manage these data bases.

3. Team-Based Organizational ReDesign Component
A second component of the organizational re-alignment process is intricately linked to
process simplification, but it is broader in scope than particular organizational
processes. This component is team based design. The overall work of JWB will need
to be focused into a set of team projects. The plan for instituting this component
consists of the following steps:
Step 1 : Senior management workshop[s] on the concept and purpose of teams
Discussion of Team Based Organization with a focus on the following questions:
.,..
...
...
...
...
...
...

What do we hope to achieve via a team based organization?
What form of team is appropriate for JWB?
How do we want teams to work in JWB?
What powers and limitations will teams have in JWB?
How will we determine team effectiveness; productivity;
commitments; quality?
How will we integrate work; have multi-team linkages?
How does the management team interact with other teams 7

Step 2: Senior management workshops on team based organizational redesign
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The purpose of these workshops is to put the answers to step 1 into an actual,
operating organizational form. Some potentials [some of which overlap each
other] are:
.,.
.,.
.,.

A dual organization with a team form for non-routine work and a
traditional line form for routine work .
A matrix with home bases and project teams .
An amoeba organization

Step 3: Staff training
.,.
...

...

Teamwork skills
The JWB team design organization
How teams are designed to work in JWB
Roles - teams, management
Authority
Advocacy Skills

Step 4: Design of support systems
.,.
.,.
...

Evaluation - how employee performance will be evaluated in a team model
Conflict resolution
Staff development

Step 5: Implementation
4. Internal Staff Development Plan
A. Dedicate a portion of an existing position to assessing
the needs of JWB as an organization from 1998-2003 and
identifying the areas of knowledge, skills, and abilities to
meet the organization's needs and assuring opportunities for
appropriate training.
B. Determine the existing assets of JWB personnel. That is, what
knowledge, skills, and abilities do existing personnel possess which
contribute to the mission and· day-to-day operations of JWB.
C. Identify how tomorrow's needs for the organization and personnel's
existing assets match.
D. Train all personnel in the vision of JWB as an organization. Every staff
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member needs to be knowledgeable about JWB in the 21st
century in terms of mission, goals, and accountability.
E. Provide on-going opportunities for all JWB personnel to develop the
knowledge, skills, and abilities to implement JWB's mission.
F. Articulate the Position Purpose and Key Responsibilities for positions
which are consistent with new ways of doing business.
G. Provide training opportunities for existing personnel to develop the
knowledge, skills, and abilities consistent with up-to-date
Position Purpose and Key Responsibilities.
H. Make Professional Development a priority and encourage staff to
pursue in-house professional development as well as pursuing positionspecific and formal education which will prepare staff for professional
transitions.
I. Individual development and improvement
5. Resource Development Function Statement
The Board encourages the development of additional resources to assist the community
to achieve the desired results on three critical concerns. However, the role of JWB
must be limited and focused in this effort. JWB therefore will engage or not engage
in the following activities:
0

1 . JWB will develop opportunity data so that potential funding sources are
identified.

0

2. JWB will write grants for itself or for those collaboratives in which it
is an active member.

· 0

3. JWB will provide technical assistance, but will not engage in grant
writing for agencies.

0

4. JWB will provide training opportunities in grant writing to agencies.

6. Resource Utilization Improvements
JWB will review a variety of procedures and processes to improve resource utilization.
This would include potential outsourcing of current functions.
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JWB is encouraged to utilize various outsourcing and temporary employment
procedures both during this transition phase and as an ongoing method of
administration.
Once the other plans are developed, JWB will develop administrative policies for the
use of temporary employees or outsourcing tasks. The plan for utilization and funding
of temps during transition year includes the determination of need for additional staff
capability, conferring with the Human Resources and Finance departments; and
obtaining final approval from the Executive Director.

7. Information Technology Plan
JWB is developing a technology plan in concert with Arthur Andersen. This plan will
presented to the Board in April 1998 for action.
8. Community Education Strategy
In order to maximize the utilization of JWB resources, it will be necessary for JWB
to determine the following information concerning community education efforts:
1 . Existing education throughout Pinellas County, and clearly define JWB' s
role.
2. Public attitudes towards community education using a public survey.
3. The most effective ways of offering skill building in communities.
With this information, potential reallocation of funding and staff support in this area
may be appropriate.
9. Social Marketing Campaign Design
Community awareness and community values are critical elements in addressing the
three critical community concerns. To impact these issues, JWB must draw upon
the technologies of marketing campaigns. To do this effectively, JWB will establish
an advisory council. This council will be comprised of professionals in the
marketing, public relations, and communications fields. Youth representatives will
also be included as part of the council. The council will act as a resource for
determining how the JWB can best communicate its plans and activities with staff,
agencies, community leaders and the public. In addition to the dissemination of
information through the JWB, the council will also act as a catalyst for looking at
additional methods and avenues of disseminating information.
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10.

Advocacy

A FY 1 998-99 activity will be the identification of existing advocacy capabilities, an
assessment of advocacy needs and alternative advocacy models and development
of an advocacy strategy for JWB.
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c
TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members~
.
.

FROM:

James E. Mills, Executive Dlrecto
H. Browning Spence, Director, Co

.. .

..

unity Initiatives~~

Community Council Report
During the first quarter, the Community Councils selected officers for 1997-98 and
began to develop goals and strategies. The communications liaisons designed a
new Community Council logo and banner with technical assistance from Kathy
Helmuth, communications specialist. They began planning the first edition of the
Community Council Newsletter.
The combined meeting of the Youth Committee was held October 30. The
quarterty meeting of the Combined Executive Committee convened on October 23,
1997. The Combined Executive Committee developed an agenda for the January
8, 1998 Combined Community Council meeting. Plans included focusing on quality
education and the JWB strategic plan.
The mid year membership recruitment was successful. This was a targeted
recruitment to increase youth and young adult membership. Eleven students
representing seven high schools and magnets responded to the request for
volunteers. Staff is currently processing the applications. Youth applicants were
invited to attend scheduled meetings to gain knowledge about the Community
Councils and confirm their interest in membership. Staff worked with Patty Van
Alstine, program consultant, to coordinate a leadership training workshop for youth
members of the Community Councils, Youth on the Move, and America's Promise
Opportunities to Serve Task Force. The session is planned for February 11, 1998.
Jim Andrews, training consultant, will facilitate the workshop.
A staff report on Recommendations and Outcomes from the Community Council
Membership Survey Report was prepared for presentation to the Combined
Council on January 8, 1998. This report details ongoing efforts to carry out
recommended changes from council members. A copy of this report is enclosed.
The following is a summary of the activities of each Community Council for the first
quarter.

c

Mid County Community Council CMCCC)
The MCCC meets monthly on the first Thursday at the JWB. The MCCC is
continuing to address these areas of concern: parenting education for families in
mid county; welfare reform; and increased involvement in its target community of
High Point. MCCC has continued to work with the JWB community organizer and
provided support to the efforts of the target neighborhood.

1

The MCCC received a neighborhood involvement update from Patty Van Alstine,
JWB Program Consultant. MCCC member, Dr. Stella Pagano, presented a mini
workshop on substance abuse prevention for the holidays.
North County Community Council CNCCC)
The (NCCC) met regularly during the fourth quarter. The Target Neighborhood
Committee has continued its efforts to gather information regarding assets and
concerns of families and children in the Oldsmar community. The Target
Neighborhood Committee collaborated with Mary Kay Smith, Oldsmar librarian, to
develop a list of community leaders and then invited those identified to attend an
NCCC meeting. NCCC had its annual winter holiday dinner meeting December 11
at the Olive Garden in Clearwater. Members invited friends and relatives to attend
the meeting.
South County Community Council CSCCC)
The SCCC met regularly during this quarter at PTEC - St. Petersburg. The SCCC
has elected Patsy Dunlap as co-chairperson following the resignation of Joan
Blades. The SCCC reviewed information compiled from the September 18, 1997
Community Forum on Education. Based on information received, the council
developed a list of education issues for focus this year and decided to survey and
gather information from the Combined Community Council to develop a countywide
list of concerns. Members of the SCCC Education Committee developed a
presentation for the Combined Council Meeting which would include a request for
combined council support and involvement to form a coalition with other community
organizations that focus on issues of quality education. The SCCC continued their
annual holiday project and sponsored two families from the Total Family Strategy
Program.
Staff Resource Person: Dorthy J. Whitlock

s:board\comcoun\feb.98
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Juvenile Welfare Board
Membership Survey Report
Staff Report on Recommendations and Outcomes

In October 1992, the Juvenile Welfare Board (JWB) of Pinellas County began organizing to
implement three geographically based Community Advisory Councils. A steering committee
made up of a diverse group of 18 citizens was organized to provide community input into the
implementation plan and to develop a plan for countywide membership recruittnent The
steering committee decided upon the name JWB Community Councils. The first group of
appointments were made in October 1994, and all three councils were operating by December
1994.

c

During the October 1995 Combined Community Council meeting (after one year of operation)
the JWB Community Councils initiated ~n evaluation of the effectiveness of the councils.
Technical assistance was provided by the Research and Development Center and Community
Planning and Development (CP&D) Department. The councils decided to survey its
membership. A survey was developed by a committee which was composed of a
representative from each council, a research consultant and the community involvement
specialist. The survey was completed by one third of the active and former council members.
The survey committee developed nine recommendations based on the analysis of the
information that was received. These recommendations addressed structural and procedural
changes that, when implemented, could improve the effectiveness of the councils. A final
report of the Membership Survey was presented to the Combined Community Council during
the September 1996 Combined Community Council meeting.
Throughout the 1996-97 fiscal year, staff and council members actively worked to implement
the recommendations. Informational updates regarding staff and council activities related to
the recommendations have been included in the quarterly JWB Community Council Board
Reports.
The following is an update on actions, policy and procedural changes that were taken from
October 1996 to present, to implement the recommendations from the survey report

RECOMMENDATION
1.

c

Appointments for membership should. take place on a semi-annual basis, in
October and April of each year, to allow for the building of group cohesiveness
and to allow new members to enter as a group and participate in the scheduled,
structured orientation sessions. Meetings would continue to be open to the public
and any interested citizen/applicant would be encouraged to attend any of the
three councils' meetings.
1

ACTION
Twenty-seven new appointments were made effective October 1996 following the Fall
1996 recruitment and appointment period. The April appointments were delayed until
July 1997, due to changes in the JWB Community Council calendar that included
making appointments in July and January.

RECOMMENDATION
2.

The community involvement specialist should organize and facilitate two
orientation sessions, one in October and April of each year.

ACTION
With input from the Community Council Executive Committees, JWB administration
amended the JWB Community Council calendar to change council appointments to
July and January. The two orientation sessions were also changed to correspond to the
dates for appointment of new members. The council chairpersons or designees were
invited to participate. This proved to be effective. A targeted recruitment of youth
members was initiated by the community involvement specialist. Each Pinellas
County High School, including Magnets and several alternative programs, was
contacted to request volunteers from their student body. The response has been
positive, and appointments will be made effective January 1998. The Mid County
Community Council (MCCC) requested, and staff agreed, to invite youth members to
participate prior to the January 1998 appointment period.
The recruitment of new volunteers during June and July of 1997 was successful with
new members appointed in July 1997. The orientation sessions for new members were
held in August 1997.
The community involvement specialist has also invited all applicants to attend
meetings prior to their appointment in order to better understand the function of the
JWB Community Councils.

RECOMMENDATION
3.

Council members should participate in orientation and provide peer orientation
for members appointed mid year.

ACTION
The fall orientation included participation by the council members. All feedback
received indicated that the orientation was effective.
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RECOMMENDATION
4.

The community involvement specialist should work with each of the Council's
Executive Committees to develop a plan of work with specific goals and a
calendar of activities that would be shared with the combined council. This
would in<;lude notice of scheduled speakers, training sessions and priority issues.

ACTION
The community involvement specialist met with the executive committees and the full
councils to develop plans with specific goals and a calendar of activities. These have
been shared with the other councils in several ways; notice of upcoming events,
sharing of meeting agendas, etc. Plans were made to include this information in the
JWB Community Council Newsletter.

RECOMMENDATION
5.

The community involvement specialist should coordinate annual leadership
training sessions through the Training Center and the youth development staff.

ACTION

c

The community involvement specialist coordinated training for the youth members
with the youth development specialist who met with the youth on two occasions.
Monthly meetings were established and the community involvement specialist
provided information and facilitated discussions on leadership and their role as
members of an advisory, action, or advocacy committee. The impact of this ongoing
discussion has been significant and is evident to everyone that attends a meeting. We
currently have youth serving as chairs of the Mid and North County Councils. During
1996, a youth served as co-chair and then acting chair of the South County
Community Council (SCCC).
Youth members have been active in planning council involvement and served as
panelists during the North County Community Council (NCCC) Drug Prevalence
Forum and the SCCC Education Forum. A youth member from the NCCC also
attended one session of the Strategic Planning Task Force.
Discussions have been initiated with the youth development specialist to plan ongoing
Leadership Training for the council's youth members in conjunction with other JWB
affiliated youth groups.
Efforts were also taken to arrange training that was requested by the general council.
For example, the NCCC requested training in the area of public speaking. This
training was arranged for the entire council through the Training Center. The Training
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Center has also provided the members with copies of the Training Post and invited
council members to participate in workshops at no cost. Members consistently take
advantage of this opportunity and, when appropriate for advocacy, they have promoted
certain Training Center workshops in the community.
RECOMMENDATION

6.

A budget based on planned projects should be developed for each council.

ACTION
Funding for council activities is budgeted in the CP&D budget each year. CP&D staff
will be reporting to the council the total amount currently budgeted for the councils
and provide an end of year report.
The councils will be asked to project the cost of a planned activity for the upcoming
year. Staff will be working with the councils in March and April of each year to
identify activities for inclusion in the CP&D budget prepared each April. For
example, the NCCC could be given a detailed report on the cost of the Substance
Abuse Forum. This would then serve as a tool to help them understand the process.
It is also recommended that staff provide a mini workshop during the quarterly
Combined Council Executive Committee meeting on the JWB Budget Process for
Committees.
RECOMMENDATION

7.

A regular review of council progress on stated goals, as related to the council
roles and functions, should take place at least twice a year.

ACTION
This process was labeled "Where Do We Go From Here?," and is part of the six
month review and preparation for the Combined Council report and the Board report.
RECOMMENDATION

8.

JWB staff should work with the councils to organize efforts to increase visibility
of the councils.

ACTION
This is an ongoing process that includes supporting JWB Community Councils'
involvement in community forums, meeting in easily accessible public locations that
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allow for drop-in participation, advocating for Board appointment of members to other
task forces, and encouraging community groups to contact the council in their
geographic area for input on issues. The executive director has designated members as
repre_sentatives on other commu_n~ty comffi.itte_es._
The communication liaisons from each council, with technical assistance from the
Communications Department, designed a new JWB Community Council logo and
banner. They have also developed plans for the JWB Community Council Newsletter.
The newsletter will be published quarterly and the first edition is planned for January
98. The Communications Department has provided technical assistance in the areas of
developing council stationery, mugs, etc., and contacts with the media to increase
visibility of their projects and positions.

RECOMMENDATION
9.

JWB staff should organize efforts to promote recognition of council contributions
to JWB.

ACTION
This was planned in collaboration with the Strategic Communications Department.
Council members were invited to a volunteer recognition reception prior to the July
1997 Board meeting.

s:\comcoun\mrvey.rep
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TRAINING

POST

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Training Center
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A
Pinellas Park, Florida 33781 -5060
Telephone: {813) 547-5680

MAJOR CONFERENCES
WINTER/SPRING 1998
Raising Drug-Free Kids In A Drug-Filled World .........••••••••.......•..... February 17, 1998
See Page# 5

New Breakthroughs In Brain Research ................................................... March 6, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #11

Effective Communication In The Workplace ......................................... March 19, 1998
'

See Page #14

New Applications In Brief Therapy ........................................................ March 19, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #IS

Angry Children, Frightened Staff ........................................................... March 23, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #17

Short Term Treatment With Troubled Couples .............•••.•.................... March 27, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #20

Helping Families Manage Early Adolescence .........•....•••.;.~.;.:.................. April17, 1998
CEC #CM-OS9-Exp.1/99 See Page #24

On Playing A Poor Hand Well:
The Role Of Resilience In Overcoming Adversity ................•.•..••..........•.... May 1, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #32

A Rainbow Of Activities For Young Children ...........................................•.;·,M ay 8, 1998
·· •: ~; ·

,.. See Page #35
.c:

,

~Applying Multiple Intelligences Theory
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #37

~'
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To Your Program /Classroom .. May 15, 1998

WHAT IS YOUTH DEVELOPMENT?

In her testimony to the House Select Committee on Children, Youth, and Families,
Karen Pittman, then Director of the Center for Youth Development and Policy
Research, challenged that "our policies and actions should not be restricted to
prevention or cures, but should include cultivating skills and meeting needs" of
adolescents. In October 1996, the Training Center of the Juvenile Welfare Board
received a three-year grant from the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund to
implement the B.E.S.T. Initiative (Building Exemplary Systems of Training for
youth workers.)
The forums, workshops, conferences and retreats designated as youth development
and funded by the B.E.S.T. Initiative are an example of the Karen Pittman's
defined paradigm shift ''from youth problems as a barrier to youth development
to youth development as a strategy for preventing youth problems"
The purpose of the B.E.S.T. Initiative is to increase the level of professionalism
of youth workers. While the forums, conferences, retreats, and workshops are
open to clinical and non-clinical youth workers, the certification sequence is
strictly for non-clinical youth workers. Youth workers who are currently enrolled
in St. Petersburg Junior College and Eckerd College's Programfor Experienced
Learners are eligible to receive college credit upon the completion of all three
curricula: Foundations of Youth Development, Intermediate Youth Development
and Advanced Youth Development. For more information, please contact Susan
Biszewski-Eber at 547-5617.

THE MISSION OF THE DEWITT WALLACE-READER'S DIGEST FUND IS TO FOSTER
FUNDAMENTAL IMPROVEMENT IN THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION AND CAREER
DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR ALL SCHOOL-AGE YOUTH AND TO INCREASE
ACCESS TO THESE IMPROVED SERVICES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE IN LOW-INCOME
COMMUNITIES.

B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE AT A GLANCE
WHO?

Train individuals serving youth in after-school and weekend
programs emphasizing community-based services for youth ages 10 - 15

WHAT?

Increase the knowledge, skills, and abilities of trainees emphasizing selfknowledge, interpersonal skills, resiliency, and empowerment of youth

WHEN?

Between October 1, 1996 and September 30, 1999, offer training at rural retreats,
JWB agencies, neighborhoods, etc. Training will be made available where and when
it is needed

WHERE?

Three-day retreats are held at the DaySpring Retreat in Ellenton, FL. Major
conferences, skill-building workshops, peer forums, and distance learning are
scheduled for the JWB building; youth development fairs are scheduled in
neighborhoods; neighborhood-based training is offered at appropriate sites
throughout the county

HOW MUCH?

Foundations. Intermediate. and Advanced Youth Development: neighborhood-based
training; peer forums ; three-day retreats; and distance learning events are offered at
no cost. Major conferences and JWB-located skill-building workshops have nominal
registration fees .

B.E.S.T. INITIATIVE
MONTHLY YOUTH DEVELOPMENT FORUMS
These forwns provide networking opportunities for youth workers in Pinellas County. Members
meet monthly to discuss issues, share learning experiences, update information, seek out and
examine emerging research, and engage in questions and answers. It is the hope that these forwns
also will generate interest in and support for additional Youth Development training at the Juvenile
Welfare Board.
The forwns are held at the Juvenile Welfare Board, 6698 68th Avenue North, Pinellas Park, 3:00
p .m. to 5:00p.m. Refreshments will be served. The forum is open to anyone working with youth in
Pinellas County.
Retreats
Foundations: January 14-16, 1998, March 4-6, 1998
Intermediate: May 6-8, 1998, June 10-12, 1998
Advanced:
September 23-25, 1998

Forums
January 27, February 24, March 19, Apri/23,
May 12, June 16
Please call to confirm soqce 547-5617

Categorized Training Schedule
The following YOUTH DEVELOPMENT workshops and conferences are co-sponsored by
the DeWitt Wallace-Reader's Digest Fund in cooperation with the Academy For Educational
Development - National Training Institute For Community Youth Work, Washington, D.C .,
as part of the B.E.S.T. Initiative (Building Exemplary Systems of Training for youth workers.)

2/6
2/16
2120
3/5
3/6
3/6
3/11
3123

Working With The African-American
Child
Foundations of Youth Dev. #1
The Cuhure of Youth
7 Characteristics of Involved Parents
Tools For Building A Positive Cuhure
MAJOR: New Breakthroughs In
Brain Research
Dev. Issues Of Adolescent Males
MAJOR: Angry Children,
Frightened Staff

3/23
3/26
3/27
4/17
4/22
4/23
4/24
4/29

Foundations Of Youth Dev. #2
Dev. Issues of Adolescent Females
Responsibility Training
MAJOR: Helping Families Manage
Early Adolescence
Passing On Lessons Of Character
Understanding Parent-Child
Transitions
Confronting Negative Behavior
Foundations Of Youth Dev. #3

5/1
5/8
5/13
5/15
5121
5122
6/3
6/5
6/12

MAJOR: The Role Of Resilience
In Overcoming Adversity
Skill Building For Youth
True Colors
MAJOR: Applying Muhiple
Intelligences Theory
Foundations of Youth Dev. #4
Positive Parenting
Foundations of Youth Dev. #5
Leadership Skills For Youth
Building Self-Esteem In Children

The following ~LINICAL WQRKSHQPS and conferences offer Continuing Education Credits for Licensed Clinical Social
Workers, Mental Heahh Counselors, and Marriage and Family Therapists. #CM-059-Exp. 1/99.
2111
2/13
2125
3/4
3/6
3/9
3/11
3113
3/19
3120
3123
3126
3127

Using Myers-Briggs In Team Buildin
Adolescent Sexuality
Working With Troubled Youth
A.I.D.S. Update
Kids In Gangs
Raising Kids With A Conscience
Dev. Issues Of Adolescent Males
Compassion Fatigue
MAJOR: New Applications In
Brief Therapy
Gay & Lesbian Struggles
MAJOR: Angry Children,
Frightened Staff
Dev. Issues of Adolescent Females
MAJOR: Short Term Treatment
With Troubled Couples

3/27 Responsibility Training
3/30 Domestic Violence
4/2 Out On The Street: Drug Update
4/7 Choice Theory For Youth
4/14 Enhancing Understanding Between
4/15
4/17
4/20
4/22
4/22
4/23
4/27
4/30
4/30

Youth And Their Families
Bldg. Self-Esteem In Aggressive Youth
MAJOR: Helping Families Manage
Early Adolescence
Identifying The Strengths In Families
Behavior Management Strategies
Passing On Lessons Of Character
Understanding Parent-Child Transition
Channeling Anger Constructively
How To Empower Your Clients To Act
Art As A Means Of Communication

5/1
5/5
5/6
5112
5/13
5/15
5/21
5/22
5/26
5/28
6/9
6/12

MAJOR: The Role Of Resilience In
Overcoming Adversity:
Successful Intervention With A.D.D.
Children
Renewing Your Work Spirit
Reinventing Yourself
True Colors
MAJOR: Applying Multiple
Intelligences Theory
Working With Delinquent Youth
Positive Parenting
Behavior Management With Children
Women & Shame
Maximizing Professional & Personal
Performance
Building Self-Esteem In Children

The following PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT workshops and conferences are designed to increase the competence of
professionals.
lnreach To Outreach
Passing The Wisdom
The Black & White Of Better Race
Relations
2117 MAJOR: Raising Drug-Free Kids In
A Drug-Filled World
2118 Recreating Love In Your Relationship
2127 Young Black Males Get H.I.P.
2/9
2/1 0
2111

Successful Grantwriting
Humor As A Balance To Stress
Kids In Gangs
A Circle Of Women
MAJOR: Effective Communication
In The Workplace
3124 P.E.E.R.S. --People Expecting Equal
Respect

3/3
3/4
3/6
3/10
3/19

4121
4121
4128
5/8
5/15
5/18

Understanding The Middle School
Child
When A Parent Is Incarcerated
Bldg. A Bridge From School to Home
MAJOR: A Rainbow Of Activities For
Young Children
How To Map Your Community Assets
Developing Empathy In Youth

c

Information

Item IV.C.
Regular Meeting 2/12/98

TO:

Juvenile Welfare Board Members

From:

James E. Mills, Executive
Lisa A. Sahulka, Director,

Direct~\~'-

Prog..;~ Finance~

Healthy Kids Pinellas County Monthly Funding Report
Attached is a copy of the monthly report of funding activities conducted by the
Healthy Kids Pinellas County (HKPC) during the month of January of 1998.
This information is being provided in response to the Board's action at the May
8, 1997 meeting when funding for HKPC was approved.

c

c

The attached report was generated by the HKPC program and is presented as
it was received.

FUNDING REPORT
HEALTHY KIDS OF PINELLAS COUNTY
Reporting Period:

January, 1998

I. NEW FUNDING SOURCES COMMITTED DURING THIS REPORTING PERIOD

Funding
Amount

Name and Address

$

Florida Healthy Kids Corporation•
Tallahassee, Florida

7,000.00

Initial
Funding
Date

Ending
Funding
Date

12/1/97

12/1/97

-rhe Florida Healthy Kids Corporation purchased the rights to use promotional materials and brochures that were developed
by Healthy Kids of Pinellas. Of the $7,000 paid for the rights, $5,000 will be used to purchase additional data elements from
the Institute for Child Health Policy at the University of Florida. The remaining $2,000 will be used to supplement local

~~

I

I

I

II. PREVIOUSLY REPORTED FUNDING SOURCES THAT HAVE BEEN WITHDRAWN

Name and Address
Not Applicable

Amount
Rec'dTo
Date

Date Funding
Terminated/
Pledge
Withdrawn

N/A

N/A

Ill. NEW SOURCES IDENTIFIED AS POTENTIAL FUNDERS
Name and Address
Honeywell Corporation/Charles Peters (Contact)
Holland and KnighVAngela Ruth (Contact)
Florida Progress/Jeff Heinicka (Contact)

IV. ADDITIONAL FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES
See description above.

Description of Fund-Raising Effort
The Business & Industry Development Committee
has identified over 40 local major corporations,
foundations, and small employers to solicit for
local match funding. The top 3 corporations
include Honeywell, Holland and Knight, and
Florida Progress. The HK Council has developed
a letter of introduction and 'leave behinds' for
business dvelopmenl Initial introductory calls
will be made over the next few weeks, with
Chuck Hall, David Williams, Bob Siver, and John
Harnerlinck serving as the primary representatives
from the Health Kids Council.

T

I
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Information ____________________________________________________ lterniV.D.
Regular Meeting 02/12/98

INTERIM FISCAL REPORTS
(UNAUDITED)
January 31,1998

Prepared by
SUE WALTERICK
FINANCE DIRECTOR

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
COMBINED BALANCE SHEET· ALL FUND TYPES AND ACCOUNT GROUPS
January 31, 1998

Government Proprietary Fiduciary
Fund
Funds
Fund
Internal/
General
Enterprise
Agency
ASSETS
Interest Bearing Deposits
lnvestments-Def.Comp.Plan
Due from Other Government
Due from Other Agencies
Note Receivable
Other Receivables
Deposits
Land & Improvements
Building & Improvements
Furniture,Fixtures&Equip.
Accumulated Depreciation
Due from lnterfund Transfers
Amt.Provided for Comp.Absn.

L.T. Debt

$1,933,385
468,198
87,571
17,344

55,194

434,296
2,126,696
530,742
(682,696)
18,286

587,032

$2 427324 $] 933 385

$587 032

$~10 811
$410 811

84,640
410,811

azm.

lZ2.2ll

SZS.Z28 54i

Q

1933 385

Q

fiQ.8ll

519,292

$5,852
93,565
602,264
1,933,385
519,292

134,961
246,680
573,587
1,565,645
0

1.25.522

3 241929

2.60M44

587,032
6,682,790
2,231,700
155,820
3,430
248,104

537,904
5,682,098
2,309,455

4,107
3,088,185
15 522 Hl
28 600.309

6,932
1,649,787
H.OZ6,353
24.501,223

5,852
8,925
191,453

191,942
2,231,700
155,820
3,430

~

0

58Z.Q32

Q

sz :tzz a2:t s12aa ass

sssz 1132

S:tlll8ll

1997

$9,204 $25,179,441 $20,862,243
$1,933,385
1,565,645
465,780
109,017
$465,780
$468,198
796,036
$87,571
87,571
(1,372)
$0
18,705
$36,049
15,827
434,296
$434,296
$2,126,696
2,126,696
$1,117,774
957,713
($682,696)
(587,279)
$73,480
170,387
$602264
.l.2U53.
5Z3.58Z
$685142 $31 842 238 $27110 367

587,032

2,42Z.324

TOTALS
1998

1,933,385

FUND EQUITY
Investment in Fixed Assets
6,490,848
Fund Balance
Contributed Capital
Retained Earnings
Reserved: Encumbrances
248,104
Unreserved: Disability
Anniversary
4,107
Cooperman-Bogue
F/Y Expend.Design 3,088,185
Undesignated
15 Z25 082
TOTAL FUND EQUITY
25.626.333
TOTAL LIAB.&FUND EQUITY

Fixed Asset

Component
Units

$25,170,237

$25 798 544

LIABILITIES
Vouchers & Accounts Payable
Other Payables
Accrued Liabilities
Def.Comp.due to Employees
Due to lnterfund Transfers
Deferred Revenue
TOTAL LIABIUTlES

Account Groups

(235,Z52)
~

azm.

azm.

239,394

Sfi85li2 S31.8:l2 238 S2Z llll JfiZ

c

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INTERIM STATEMENT OF REVENUE, EXPENDITURES & CHANGES IN FUND BALANCE
FOR PERIOD ENDING JANUARY 31, 1998
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % =33%)

ANNUAL
BUDGET
REVENUE
Property Taxes
Fees
Intergovernmental
Interest on Investments
Miscellaneous
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL REVENUE
EXPENDITURES
Administration
Children's Programs
Non-Operatin'g
Proprietary
Component Units
TOTAL EXPENDTIURES

$25,957,235
56,000
174,877
670,000
257,500

MONTHLY
ACTUAL

$2,163,942 $21,941,574
3,492
18,872
25,335
13,646
154,352
75,226
167,039
136,776
53,568

CONTRIBUTED CAPITAL
RETAINED EARNINGS
INVESTM.IN FIXED ASSETS
FUND EQUITY
RESERVED
Encumbrances
UNRESERVED
Disability
Cooperman Bogue
F /Y Expenditure
Undesignated
TOTAL FUND EQUITY

0

YTD as % of Bdgt.
1998

1997

85%
34%
14%
23%
65%

81%
70%
4%
19%
72%

tiQZ

262.12~

27,115,612

2,314,481

22,706,142

84%

81%

(3,420,461)
(25,577,836)
(1,205,500)

(327,789)
(1,994,993)
(24,367)
(23,166)
(22Q.2ZQ)
(2,591,285)

(1,059,826)
(4,904,712)
(576,025)
(96,972)
(ZQ3,2H)
(7,341,449)

31%
19%
48%

32%
20%
50%

24%

27%

(30,203,797)

OTHER FIN.SOURCES
Operating Transfers from JWB
EXCESS(Deficiency) of
Revenue over Expenditures

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

2Q5,262

(3.088,185)

(2Q8,15Z)

15.SZQ.662
2,231,700
155,820
587,032

3,430

3,088,185

248,104
4,107
3,088,185
6.Z11.262
S28,600..l02

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENDITURES
FOR PERIOD ENDING JANUARY 31, 1998
(CURRENT Y.T.D. % =33%)

DIRECTOR

SPECIAL ASSISTANT

COMMUNICATIONS

FINANCE

ADMIN. TEAM

PROGRAMS

COMMUNITY SVCS.

RESEARCH

TRAINING

BUDGET

MONTH
ACTUAL

Y.T.D.
ACTUAL

144,786
39,950

16,668
673

45,302
11,695

%of Budget
1998
1997
31%
34%
29%
19%

184,736

17,341

56,997

31%

30%

90,489
20,630

8,021
135

27,110
1,946

30%
9%

31%
14%

111,119

8,156

29,056

26%

28%

216,060
65,444

24,518
4,193

70,524
10,237

33%
16%

24%
16%

281,504

28,711

80,761

29%

22%

258,143
50,350

28,560
741

90,205
17,722

35%
35%

34%
68%

308,493

29,301

107,927

35%

40%

250,236
223,100

16,659
11,032

65,574
69,776

24%
36%

476,336

27,691

135,350

26%
31%
0%
28%

30%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

543,925
18,800

62,212
1,847

182,740
5,406

34%
29%

35%
26%

562,725

64,059

188,146

33%

34%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

485,142
46,562

53,983
2,586

160,747
7,697

33%
17%

32%
19%

531,704

56,569

168,444

32%

31%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

241,676.
68,268

24626
10067

70367
16413

29%
24%

27%
5%

309,944

34,693

86,780

28%

21%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

411,850
242,050

41,588
19,680

124,137
82,228

30%
34%

36%
58%

653,900

61,268

206,365

32%

43%

3.4.20.4.61

32'Z/Z82

1.059.826

31%

32%

Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL
Personnel
Operating
Capital
TOTAL

ADMINISTRATION TOTAL:

3JlQQ

JUVENILE WELFARE BOARD
INVESTMENT REPORT
FOR PERIOD ENDING 1/31/98

BANK

ACCOUNT

AVG.RATE

BALANCE

YIELD

Market Investment for
Disability Sell Ins.Fund

1.33%

$252,436.48

$279.79

AmSouth

Pooled Funds

5.25% $24,657,045.31

$107,138.95

FL Local Gov.
Surplus Trust

Investment Pool

5.56%

Am South

$608.012.40

$2.900.57

S25.51Z.i2i.l2 SllO.J12.:U

BUDGET COMPARISON
(Year To Date)

c
BUDGET

YfDACTUAL*

%

Over/Under

$670,000

$263,698.60

39%

($406,301.40)

* = Includes interest adjustments for the month not reflected in the interim statements.

0

BUDGET AMENDMENTS THIS MONTH
Resource Center for Women
Revised budget for fy 97-98 due to revenue
loss from Cities and the County.

EXISTING AGENCY ADVANCES
African American Leadership
Boys & Girls Clubs
CCYD, Outreach
Family Services Center
Girls, Inc
Pinellas County Urban League
Sgt. Allen Moore Partnership
SHADO
Youth Homes of Florida
YWCA

14,000
13,206
5,000
60,055
20,000
31,266
13,044
3,500
12,074
17,391

NEW AGENCY ADVANCES
IMA

8,606

BOARD MEETING, 2/12/98 ITEM IV.E.
PERSONNEL REPORT FOR JANUARY 1998
JWB ADMINISTRATION
New Hires:
Separations:
Transfers:
Promotions:
Reclassification:
Salary Actions:
Anniversaries:

Staff Items:
NEW HIRES
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SEPARATIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
TRANSFERS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
PROMOTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
RECLASSIFICATION
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
SALARY ACTIONS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:
ANNIVERSARIES
Coordinated Child Care:

License Board:

Marriage & Family:
~~AFF

ITEMS
Coordinated Child Care:
License Board:
Marriage & Family:

Pelle, Julie - Program Consultant - 1/5/98
Daly, Kay- 1/2/98
None
None
None
None
Bremer, Debra - 1/19/81 - Seventeen Years
Whitlock, Dorthy - 1/03/84- Fourteen Years
Gehant, Patricia - 1/13/86 -Twelve Years
Root, Trudie - 1/19/93- Five Years
None
None
None
None
Larracuente, Jennifer - 1/12/98
Wansley, Yvonne to MFC Personnel System - 1/02/98
None
None
None
None
Williams-Banks, Lillie - Prov to Regular - 1/06/98
None
None
None
None
Barlow, Nancy- 60% to 80%- 1/26/98
Deignan, Marcia - 80% to 100% - 1/26/98
Tomlin, Anne- 100% to 80%- 1/26/98
None
Veit, Shiela- 1/04/88- Ten Years
Heahlke, Brenda - 1/04/93- Five Years
Sherman, Cynthia - 1/19/93- Five Years
Horton, Larnette - 1/25/93- Five Years
Beaver-Kern, Valerie -·1/23/95- Three Years
Johnson, Ida - 1/03/90- Eight Years
Conroy, Kathy- 1/06/92- Six Years
Lenas, Carol- 1/17/96- Two Years
Williams-Banks, Lillie- 1/06/97- One Year
Glenn, Robert- 1/07/77- Eleven Years
Martaus, Diane - 01/03/94- Four Years
None
None
None

..:::...
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Regular Board Meeting of: 2/12/98

Item#

IV.F •

SITE VISIT
SCHEDULE & SUMMARIES
0

c

PROG~S&FmANCEDEPARTMrnNT

RATING CRITERIA

FOR
MEASURABLE OBJEC'IlVBS

Objec.:tive Exceeded

101%+

Objective Met

100c.e

Objective Substantially Met

95- 99S\

Objective performance Needs Improv~ment ·
Objective Performance Seriously Deficient

70-94~

Below70%

Outstanding

Exceeded or met lOOC! of objectives

Excellent

Exceeded, met, or substantially met 90Cl of objectives

Satisfactory

Ex_ceeded, met or substantially met at least 70Cl of objectives

Unsatisfactory

Exceeded, met, or substantially met less than 70Cl of objectives

SITE VISIT SCHEDULE
February 1998

Bethel Community Baptist Church

February 8, 1998

Black History Pageant

Family Service Centers of Pinellas County

February 10 & 11, 1998

Sexual Assault ServicesJuvenile Sex Offender Component

Juvenile Services Program
Truancy & Dropout Prevention Program

February 13, 1998

Asian Family & Community Empowerment Center

February 26, 1998

Asian Neighborhood Family Center

Ervin's All American Youth Club

c

February 26, 1998

Support Services

YWCA of Tampa Bay

February 26, 1998

Emergency Shelter

Pinellas County Urban League

March 9 & 10, 1998

Project Success
Comprehensive Family Services

Family Service Centers of Pinellas County

March 11, 1998

Family Life Education

Board Members are invited to participate in site visits. For information, please contact
Lisa Sahulka, 547-5643.

c

SITE VISIT SUMMARIES
FOR:
Sixth Judicial Circuit CourtGuardian Ad Litem Program

SITE VISIT SUMMARY
AGENCY: Sixth Judicial Circuit Court
PROGRAM: Guardian Ad Litem Program
DATE OF VISIT: October 21, 1997

FISCAL YEAR:
PROGRAM BUDGET:
JWB ALLOCATION:
COST PER CHILD:

(FY

1997-98
$ 676,130
$67,220
$ 529

199~97)

The Guardian Ad Litem Program employs trained volunteers to represent the Interests of minor children
whose families are Involved in court cases alleging abuse or neglect and/or whose parents are involved
In a contested divorce or post-judgment litigation Involving Issues concerning the children, and children
who are victims or witness to a crime Involving the Criminal Courts. The volunteers' responsibilities Include
Independently Investigating the facts and circumstances of the case and presenting recommendations
concerning the future care of the children to the Court. The information supplied by the Guardian Ad Litem
Program helps ensure that the Court's decisions more accurately reflect the best Interests of the children.
The site visit consisted of entrance and exit conferences, staff and volunteer Interviews. review of program
files, and an assessment of program services, staffing pattem, program statistics and performance on
measurable objectives.

c

During FY 1996-97, the Guardian Ad Litem Program volunteers provided 15,721 hours for 982 children.
Eighty-four percent (84%} of the program's recommendations for the children were followed by the Courts.
At the time of the visit, 250 volunteers were worKing with 442 families. There were 180 volunteers and
322 families in Pinellas County, and 70 volunteers and 120 families In Pasco County. More volunteers
are needed, particularty those who live in South Pinellas County. The Guardian Ad Litem Program now
combines family law and dependency cases, has re-located to the new Court Cof11)1ex on 49th Street
in Clearwater, and has been granted additional State funding for four Case Coordinators (three in
Pinellas County and one in Pasco County). In addition to volunteers, there are 16 paid staff and 50 pro
bono attorneys working In the program. The program has Improved It's referral, Intake, volunteer
recruitment, and screening processes. New computer software Is planned for December.
There are no recommendations for the Guardian Ad Litem Program.
CONTRACT MANAGER: Dorothy Jennings

..,toe• to chllc:INn •

Regular Meeting: February 12, 1998

Item IV-G

Training Center
0

Monthly Update of Planned Activities
February 1 - February 28, 1998

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED:
JAN.
JAN.
JAN.

1996:
1997:
1998:

319
981
719

YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:
YTD 1997/8:

2,986
4,211
3,009

YTD 1995/6:
YTD 1996n:
YTD 1997/8:

392
1,867
1,687

COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
JAN.
JAN.
JAN.

1996:
1997:
1998:

50
874
485

TOTAL NUMBER OF TRAINEES:
PROFESSIONALS AND COMMUNITY EDUCATION:
JAN.

1998:

1,204

PROFESSIONALS TRAINED AND
COMMUNITY EDUCATION PARTICIPANTS:
1997/1998
1996/1997
1995/1996
1994/1995
1993/1994
1992/1993

4,696
16,937
9,985
10,971
23,518
18,037

YTD 1997/98:

4,696

YEAR TO DATE <YTD)
1991/1992
1990/1991
1989/1990
1988/1989
1987/1988

14,202
10,790
12,193
13,459
8,045

0
DATE

JWB TRAINING CENTER

MONTH~ ...

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

UPDATE OF PLANNED ACTIVITIES

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

(~,

TYPE

2/3/98

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OUVEB.MCUN

TillS IS A CfJIWREN' S SERVICES
COMMIITEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUN/1Y
EDUCATION

2/6/98

WORKING WITH THE AFRICANAMERICAN CHIW

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL DEVELOP
SKILLS RELATED TO THIS
POPULATION

KIM TOWNSEL

PROFESSIONAL

2/6/98

DWERSITY KICK OFF

SPIFFS

PARTICIPANTS WILL BE MOTWATED JACK HARTMANN, M.A .
TO EXPLORE DWERSITY ISSUES

PROFESSIONAL

2/9/98

INREACH TO OUTREACH: VITAL
ENERGIES AND THE HUMAN
SERVICE PROFESSIONAL

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL FOCUS ON
SELF-AWARENESS AND THE
PRINCIPLES OF YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT AND
HUMAN SERVICE

MICHAEL NOVARRA, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

:

2/l/198

TilE BLACK AND WHITE OF
BETTER RACE RELATIONS

JWB

PARTICIPANTS WILL FOCUS ON
IMPROVING RELATIONSHIPS
BETWEEN CUENTS AND CASE
MANAGERS

P. RHONNE SANDERSON, Pill .PROFESSIONAL
L.C. LEPARD.

2116198

FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH
DEVELOPMENT-- PRINCIPLES OF
PRACTICE

JWB

THIS IS AN INTRODUCTION TO
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT
PROFESSIONAL CERTIFICATION

SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

RAISING DRUG-FREE KIDS IN A
DRUG-FILLED WORW

ST. PETE SUNCOAST
ASSOCIATION OF
REALTORS

PARTICIPANTS WILL GAIN INS/GilTS MILTON CREAGH
AND SKILLS TO PREVENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE

PROFESSIONAL

YOUTH ON THE MOVE

OUVEB. MCUN

THIS IS A CfllLDREN' S SERVICES
COMMIITEE MEETING

COMMUN/1Y
EDUCATION

I

I
2117198

2117198

---

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

i
I

DATE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

SITE

BRIEF DESCRIPTION

· PRESENTOR(S)

TYPE

2/18198

MENTORING ROUNDTABLE

BIG BROTI/ERS/BIG
SISTERS, LARGO

THIS IS A C/1/WREN' S SERVICES
COMMITTEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

2/18/98

CHIW CARE ADVOCACY

JWB

THIS IS A CHIWREN'S SERVICES
COMMITTEE MEETING

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

2119198

ENCOURAGING THE DEVEWPMEN. JWB
OF THE OPTIMISTIC CHIW

THIS IS A B.E.S.T. INITIATWE
TRAINING OFFERING WAYS TO
ENCOURAGE THE DEVELOPMENT
OF THE OPTIMISTIC CHIW

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

2/19198

THE CHAUENGE OF YOUTH
DEVEWPMENT

WOMEN FROM VIOLENT FAMIUES
WIU FOCUS ON DEVELOPING
CHARACTER AND COMPETENCE IN
THEIR CHIWREN

RJ. DOODY, Ph.D.

COMMUNITY
EDUCATION

THE HAVEN
CLEARWATER

I
!

:

2/23/98

DO-IT-YOURSELF COMMUNITY
RESOURCE WORKSHOP
PRODUCTWE MEETINGS

JWB

THIS WORKSHOP PROVIDES A
FORUM FOR AREA AGENCIES TO
NETWORK AND LEARN MORE
ABOUT AVAILABLE SERVICES IN
THE COMMUNITY

JIM ANDREWS, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

I

THIS FORUM WIU OFFER
SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, M.A. COMMUNITY
NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES FOR
EDUCATION
B.E.S.T. PARTICIPANTS

JWB

2/24/98

B.E.S.T. INITIATWE FORUM

2125198

JWB
LOOKING BEYOND THE LABELS:
WORKING WITH TROUBLED YOUTH

THIS WORKSHOP WIU EXPLORE
TECHNIQUES FOR WORKING
EFFECTWELY WITH TROUBLED
YOUTH

GARY BATTANE, M.A.

PROFESSIONAL

0

"'

DATE

2126198

2127198

SITE

PLANNED ACTIVITY

CARING COMMUNICATIONS
PRESENTATION

THE HAVEN
CLEARWATER

JWB
YOUNG BLACK MALES GET HJ.P.
"HELPING INDWIDUALS PROGRESS

oRIEF DESCRIPTION

PRESENTOR(S)

\

-TYPE
. &. .--

TillS IS PART II OF A PRESENTATIOfo. SUSAN BISZEWSKI-EBER, MA. COMMUNITY
DESIGNED TO ENHANCE
COMMUNICATION BE/WEEN
PARENTS AND YOUTH
PARTICIPANTS WIU DEVEWP
SKILLS IN RELATING TO AFRICANAMERICAN YOUTH

DONAW DOWRIDGE

PROFESSIONAL

I

Item fllV-B

Regular Meeting 2/12/98

Ill

Juvtnilt

Wllf.. Bolnl
oi,...C....,Fl

TRAINING

POST

Juvenile Welfare Board of Pinellas County
Training Center
6698 68th Avenue North, Suite A
Pinellas Park, Florida 33781-5060
Telephone: (813) 547-5680

MAJOR CONFERENCES
WINTER/SPRING 1998
Raising Drug-Free Kids In A Drug-Filled World •............................. February 17, 1998
See Page #5

New Breakthroughs In Brain Research ................................................... March 6, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99

See Page #11

Effective Communication In The Workplace •..............•......................... March 19, 1998
See Page #14

New Applications In Brief Therapy ........................................................ March 19, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99

See Page #15

Angry Children, Frightened Staff ........................................................... March 23, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #17

Short Term Treatment With Troubled Couples ..••.........•......•................. March 27, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #20

Helping Families Manage Early Adolescence .......................................... April17, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Page #24
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.. l

.
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· On Playing A Poor Hand Well:
,
, ~
The Role Of Resilience In Overcoming Adversity .................•...........~:..•... May .1~ 199-8 ..
CEC #CM-059-Exp.l/99 See Pa~e .#32 : ..., .., .

_,

. ~...

·'

A Rainbow Of Activities For Y~uh;g Cliildren ............................•.......:........ May 8, 1998
See Page #35

Applying Multiple Intelligences Th~·ory To Your Program /Classroom .. May 15, 1998
CEC #CM-059-Exp. 1/99 See Page #37

.

J

QUICK REFERENCE TRAINING SCHEDULE WINTER/SPRING 1998

4/14

~EBRUARY:

2.16

2/9
2/10
2/11
2/13
2/16
2/17
2/18
2120
2125
2127

WORKING WITH THE AFRICAN-AMERICAN CHILD
INREACH TO OUTREACH
PASSING THE WISDOM
THE BLACK & WHITE OF BETTER RACE RELATIONS
ADOLESCENT SEXUALITY
FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, PART 1
MAJOR CONFERENCE: RAISING DRUG-FREE KIDS
IN A DRUG-FILLED WORLD
RECREATING LOVE IN YOUR RELATIONSHIP
THE CULTURE OF YOUTH
WORKING WITH TROUBLED YOUTH
YOUNG BLACK MEN GET H.I.P.

MARCH:
SUCCESSFUL GRANTWRITING
3/3
3/4
HUMOR AS A BALANCE TO STRESS
3/4
A.I.D.S. UPDATE
3/5
7 CHARACTERISTICS OF INVOLVED PARENTS
3/6
KIDS IN GANGS
3/6
TOOLS FOR BUILDING A POSITIVE CULTURE
3/6
MAJOR CONFERENCE: NEW BREAKTHROUGHS IN
BRAIN RESEARCH
3/9
RAISING KIDS WITH A CONSCIENCE
3/1 o A CIRCLE OF WOMEN
3/11 DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES OF ADOLESCENT MALES
3/13 COMPASSION FATIGUE
3/19 MAJOR CONFERENCE: EFFECTIVE
COMMUNICATION IN THE WORKPLACE
3/19 MAJOR CONFERENCE: NEW APPLICATIONS
IN BRIEF THERAPY (Marriage & Family Counseling)
3120 GAY & LESBIAN STRUGGLES
3123 MAJOR CONFERENCE: ANGRY CHILDREN,
FRIGHTENED STAFF
3123 FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, PART 2
3124 P.E.E.R -- PEOPLE EXPECTING EQUAL RESPECT
3126 DEVELOPMENTAL ISSUES OF ADOL. FEMALES
3127 MAJOR CONFERENCE: SHORT TERM TREATMENT
WITH TROUBLED COUPLES
3127 RESPONSIBILITY TRAINING
3/30 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

APRIL:
412 OUT ON THE STREET: DRUG UPDATE
4/7 CHOICE THEORY FOR YOUTH

4/15
4/17
4120
4121
4121
4122
4122
4/23
4124
4127
4128
4129
4/30
4/30

ENHANCING UNDERSTANDING BETWEEN YOUTH
AND THEIR FAMILIES
BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM IN AGGRESSIVE YOUTH
MAJOR CONFERENCE: HELPING FAMILIES MANAGE
EARLY ADOLESCENCE
IDENTIFYING AND BUILDING STRENGTHS IN FAMILIES
UNDERSTANDING THE MIDDLE SCHOOL CHILD
WHEN A PARENT IS INCARCERATED
BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT STRATEGIES
PASSING ON LESSONS OF CHARACTER TO CHILDREN
UNDERSTANDING PARENT-CHILD TRANSITIONS
CONFRONTING NEGATIVE BEHAVIOR IN YOUTH
CHANNELING ANGER CONSTRUCTIVELY
BUILDING A BRIDGE FROM SCHOOL TO HOME & BACK
FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, PART 3
HOW TO EMPOWER YOUR CLIENTS TO ACT
ART AS A MEANS OF COMMUNICATION

MAY:
5/1
MAJOR CONFERENCE: THE ROLE OF RESILIENCE IN
OVERCOMING ADVERSITY
5/5
SUCCESSFUL INTERVENTION WITH A.D.D. CHILDREN
516
RENEWING YOUR WORK SPIRIT
5/8
SKILL BUILDING FOR YOUTH
5/8
MAJOR CONFERENCE: A RAINBOW OF ACTIVITIES FOR
YOUNG CHILDREN
5/12 REINVENTING YOURSELF
5/13 TRUE COLORS
5/15 MAJOR CONFERENCE: APPLYING MULTIPLE
INTELLIGENCES THEORY TO YOUR PROGRAM
5/15 HOW TO MAP YOUR COMMUNITY ASSETS ·
5/18 DEVELOPING EMPATHY IN YOUTH
5121
WORKING WITH DELINQUENT YOUTH
5121 FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, PART 4
5122 POSITIVE PARENTING
5126 BEHAVIOR MANAGEMENT WITH YOUNG CHILDREN
5128 WOMEN & SHAME

JUNE:
FOUNDATIONS OF YOUTH DEVELOPMENT, PART 5
6/3
615
LEADERSHIP SKILLS FOR YOUTH IN TRANSITION
TO ADULT LIVING
6/9
MAXIMIZING PROFESSIONAL & PERSONAL
PEFORMANCE
6/12 BUILDING SELF-ESTEEM IN CHILDREN

The training conference rooms at the Juvenile Welfare Board are accessible. If the
Juvenile Welfare Board is given notice one week in advance, a certified interpreter
will be available for persons who are deaf. Large print or Braille materials for workshops may be available if the Juvenile Welfare Board is given three weeks notice.
Braille copies of the Training Post are available by request. Call 547-5680.
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Regular Board Meeting of: February 12, 1998

Media News
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LACK PEOPLE MUST SELL AS WELL AS BUY OR ELSE REMAIN A " BEGGAR RACE"
St. Petersburg • Clearwater •

Tam~

• Largo • Palmetto • Tarpon Spring5 • Plant

~ty

, Lalccland , Winter Haven , Bartow
JANUARY 10, 1991

Youth Arts Corps At
Wildwood Accepting
Applications
ST. PEIERSBURG- The March.
Youth Arts Corps at Wudwood,
The program is also recruita fret! after-school and weekend arts program, is recruiting
youth ages 13-17. The Youth
Arts O:Jrps at Wudwcod's mission is to promote sdf-expressian through the arts and r.llsc
awarenc:ss of youth potential,
io;sues and concerns.
Workshops in the visual
arts, creative writing. clanct and
percussion are otl'ered Monday
through Thursday, 5:307:30pm and Saturday momings. Workshops, taught by
area prof~ional artists, will
prepare youth for a performance and exhibition . in

ing a Mural Team that will (.'re·
ate and paint murals in the
oommwlity. No experierx:e is
necessary, just a desire to learn
and have fun.
Orientation will take. place
Saturday, January lOth from
10am-12pm at 955 26th Street
South, ~t Petersbwg. For more
intormation, call893-16ro.
Youth Arts Corps at Wildwmd is funded by the.~enile
WeJ~'are Board of Pinell~
County, Florida Dept. of
State/Division of Cultur.ll
Aftairs and the Dept of Juvenile Justiu:.

Youth To
Positively lntpact
The Contntunity
CLFARWAJER - With a
grant awarded by the Juvenile
Welfare Board of Pinellas
Coontv, ~ ·c.t;~f Oe~a~r
is heading Youth VJ.P. The
Youth Visual Improvement
Program engages the yOt.mg
people of Oearwater in servi~
projects which will benefit their
local neighhomoods.
The project is directed by
Lt. Jeff Kronschnabl. Special
Miistant to the City Manager
and Director of Clearwater's
Commwlity Respome Team.
who stated, ·1'he goal of the
progr.un is to empower youth
to have a stake in their community and beo:me active voices
in th."USing on pa;itive change.
The progrdlll assists young
peq>le in identifying neighborhcxxi prrblems and helps them

work toward resolution."
A committee rom~ of
caring City employees contnbutes in-kind support and
makes sure that the young participants know what City services are available to them. The
steering committee membe
meet monthly to encoura
guide and provide ass~ to
the Youth V.l.P. leadeiS. ··\\e ·
believe that by developing the
skills of young leaders, they
will be able to make a pct;itive
difl'ereoo: in their neighborhood and in all of Oearw.tter. ••
'
Kron<ichnahl noted.
For more intormation on
the City of Oearwater's Youth
V.J.P., cootact Lt.. Jell· Kronschnabl at 562-4724 or by email at jkronsch@public.
lib.d.clearwater.tl.us.
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Students will chronicle terminally ill
ries.
They also will videotape the patients' philosophy of life: what matters, what doesn't;
what they would do differently; important adBy LYNN PORTER
vice.
of The Tempe Tribune
Once the films are complete, the patients
Seventeen-year-old Brenda Corace and
may give them to family, friends or favorite orsome fe1lo\.V Palm Harbor University High
ganizations. Or to no one.
School students are about to become filmmakA $645 grant will enable about 25 student
members of the Hospice Teen Council at the
,,nd while their pictures will never grace
high school to do the videos. Corace is presithe big screen, they will live large in the
dent of the council, which advises the Pinellas
hearts of the people whose lives they chroni·
County Hospice organization on how better to
cle.
recruit and train teens to work as hospice vol·
The students will videotape terminally ill
unteers.
people talking about their lives. The patients
The students wrote the grant proposal and
are being cared for by The Hospice of The
went before a panel of judges that considered
Florida Suncoast for whom the students volun- it. The money pays for a video camera and
teer.
tapes. It was awarded by Youth As Resources·
"We wanted to give something back to
Pinellas, a collaborative effort of the Pinellas
those patients that we work with - something County's Extension Service, Juvenile Welfare
back to their families," said Corace, a junior.
~ and United Way.
The students will record important events: ·
Taping should start in February, said Sandi
where the patients grew up, what schools they Mahood, Hospice intergenerational volunteer
attended, their parents' occupations, their faspecialist. Beforehand, a hospice counselor will
vorite travel destinations, their fondest memo- give the students tips on interviewing and be·

PALM HARBOR - Students record memories
of dying patients as part of a project through
The Hospice of The Florida Suncoast.

c

ing sensitive doing it.
The students hope to make each video pe
sonal, Mahood said.
"They don't want it to be a cookie cutter
sort of thing," she said.
The often elderly patients offer much in·
sight to the teens, Corace said.
"One of the things that we find so interes
ing in volunteering is there's so much to lear;
between the two generations," she said.
The Yideo should celebrate the patients'
lives and not concentrate on their illnesses or
their impending deaths, Corace said. The Pal:
Harbor resident is enrolled in the high school
academically rigorous International Baccalaur
ate program and hopes eventually to become
pediatrician.
Some students on the teen council have
taken video production classes and some kno'
how to edit video. But mostly this will be a
seat-of-the-pants experience for the teens, ag
es 14 to 18. ·
Mahood sees the videos as gifts to the dying patients:
"It will be a lasting legacy when they're
gone."
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Jack And Jill Teens Making A
Difference One Family At A Time

(L-R): Front Row: Renee Jackson, Ajene Snow~ Jazmine Clarke. 2nd Row:
Chris Williams, Chonda Ford, Lori Washington, Leslie Walker; 3rd Row:
Malcolm Hakes, Nathan Tindall, Marlon Hakes
Jack & Jill h.-ens of Pine!ll<JS
County(Aorida) WC!re recently
awardt:d a grant from Youth
Resource. The grant l!ntitled
'"Operation Jack & Jill Family ''
wao; written and will he implelllt!nted hy tht! teens. The Teen
Presi<knt. Sh<umon Baldwin.
had to explain the project
heti:n-e a group of ccmmunity
representatives who had the
awesome joh of deciding
whi~h proposals would be
funded.
Operation Jack & Jill Family will hdp tht! community by
strengthening a family that is in
need. The!y wanted the children
of this family to see youth
~ing positive! thin~ with them

in their community. Simply put
they just wcnted them to know
they cared. This project serves ·
a'i a oonstant reminder that it is
hetter to give than receive.
The adq>ted family is a single mother who is tacing many
personal and economical ~hal
lenges. She has three children
ages 9,8, and 4. The monies
will be used to sponsor holiday
dinners. They will also be able
to purchase books for birthday
presents and toys for Ouistmas. Culturnlly the family will
participate in the chapter
Kwanzaa program, and attend
the Black History Pageant Program in February. Social events
include trips to the circus,

bowling, and a day at Celebration Station. The year will culminate with a chapter picnic
celebrating ''Black Family.
Day".
Hats off to the teens of
Pinellas County for sharing
their Jack & Jill experiences
with this very special family.
I'm sure their generosity will
be a lifetime treasure to the
family.
Funding made possible
through a Youth Resources
Grant which is a collaborative
effort between Juvenile \\e)fare Board, Pinellas County
Conunissioners, United Way,
and Pinellas County Cooperative Extension.
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Mowing the lawn is driving T1m Baker from l..eahnan Elementary School, 400158th Ave. N, that
North Shore neighborhood crazy. "' hate every may resuh in a neighborhood community center
minute of it," he said. "We had a yard in New York being built The date is Jan. 27.
that would only grow 1 inch a year."
Representatives of the J~e Welfare ~·
Baker and his wife Judy Stark, a TitMS editor, PineDas County CommunitYeVelopment, ilited
moved to North Shore 12 years ago. He has been Way and the Department of Children and Families
writing the association newsletter since February have become partners to explore the possibilities.
1993.
"They want to lmow how involved the parents are
Now they're looking forward to a newtown home willing to be," said Sandra Panis, teacher assistant
built on the site of the old Huntington Hotel The in special education at I..ealman Elementary.
town house will allow them to travel without wony.
"'t will be the first time I've ever lived in a house Gandy boat ramp
that's not at least 80 years old," Baker said Their
City Council member Connie Kone announced
North Shore home was built in 1916.
With Baker as editor, the newsletter has grown receipt of a letter from County Administrator Fred
from a single-page photocopied sheet to 12 pages Marquis con~eming construction of a Gandy
with advertising. Circulation was expanded to Boulevard boat ramp.
The county has designated $1-million from
include 3,500 homes every other month.
Association leaders are seeking his replacement Penny for Pinellas tax revenue for recreation along
Anyone interested can phone Baker at 894-8206 or Gandy. However, those funds aren't available for
Lane Lastinger at 822-8509. If the new editor has two to three years.
Kone called Marquis and drew attention to the
questions, T1m Baker won't be far away. He's movstate's Boating Improvement Fund, which takes a
ing only 11/2blocks outside the neighborhood
In other news, association elections will be held cut from every boating registration and then
at the 7:30p.m. meeting Monday at Westminster returns some of the money to counties on a per-proPresbyterian Church, First Street and 11th Avenue ject basis. "Out boaters are paying for that," she
NE. Current president-elect Lane Lastinger will said "You owe us."
Then came a nice Christmas present In a letter
assume the presidency, but board positions are
especially intriguing. There are 14 candidates for dated Dec. 24, 1997, Marquis wrote, "'n order to
only eight seats. Jim Cunneen and Rob Wertz are relieve the overcrowding issues in Northeast St
competing for the president-elect position being Petersburg, we are look(mg) at utilizing boating
improvement funds for advance construction of the
vacated by Lastinger.
ramps on the Gandy Causeway."
Happy Martin ll.lther King Jr. Day, neighbors!
Lealman
It's time to mark calendars for a 7 p.m. meeting at ·-

c

JOAN.'IIE B. WALKER
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Guess who
Will lose 1 6 '93~
this time
"Somebody has to lose."
Of course they do. This is the land
of winners and losers. We measure everything. It's all numbers. You get
enough numbers and you are the winner.
No, it's true. Numbers may not
mean you are the best or whether you
are right or wrong. But in this country, if you have the numbers, if you
have the stats, if you have the votes, if
you have the ratings, then you win and
somebody else loses.
Among this week's losers are United Cerebral Palsy, Easter Seals, St.
Peter Claver day care and Tampa
United Methodist Center. And they
are big losers.
They lost in a game where it's not
where one side gets a lot of money
and the other only gets a little. Nope.
In this game you win big or you lose it
all, this time more than $600,000.
The game is called the Children's
Board of Hillsborough County. It's a
game in which organizations put together proposals, present them to the
board, and then pray they will be
among the winners.
When the Children's Board came
into existence, the hope was that it
would be as successful as other models
in Pinellas County and South Florida in
handing out tax money for children's
issues.
It didn't work that way. It has never worked that way. A year ago the
process was so convoluted and raising
such a stink, the board again changed
directors, this time bringing in Dr.
Luanne Panacek. Panacek said her
first priority would be to take politics
out of the process.

Toward that end she established a
tougher, more rigorous process. To
ensure that the board would not play
favorites, they even set up a community review board of outsiders who
would make recommendations based
on the numbers given them.
Now they've made their picks and
these four organizations are among
those out in the cold.
WHAT MAKES IT interesting is that
the previous Children's Board administration made a big deal of team building. They warned organizations that if .
they didn't get together and try to reduce duplication of services, they
would not be funded.
The four agencies above did just
that. They formed a consortium that
cut out waste and forced the organizations to band together. At the same
time, the consortium was receiving
funding from United Way for programs.
that also were being funded by the
Children's Board.
"Now," says United Cerebral Palsy
Director Karen Ryals, "programs that
were partially funded by United Way :
will also be discontinued as well as the
ones by the Children's Board."
GIIACE MCCII!AIIY OF Easter
Seals was equally devastated. What
bothers her is that the funding decisions were largely made by an amateur advisory committee, citizens not
connected to the Children's Board. "It
was based on numbers and charts,"
she says. "I don't believe that any of
those people have come to see our
pro~s.

-·The fact remains that we serve
children that nobody else serves. We
have programs for disabled children
that only those with enough resources
will now be able to afford. Not only
that, I don't think the people making
funding decisions understand that
treating a child requires a holistic a1
proach that involves the families as
well as the children."
Panacek counters that not only has
the Children's Board totally. rev~ped
its process in order to be neutral, but
also that some agencies are always going to have to suffer.
"We only have a finite amount of
money," she says. "Am I supposed to
go to an agency that scored higher and
tell them they can't have the money
because someone else is unhappy? The
sad truth is that somebody has to
lose."
That's right, and unless something
changes, as usual in Hillsborough
County, the losers will be the children.
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Black History Pageant marks
20-year milestone

G

c

reetings, good people.
On Feb. 8, the 20th anniversary of the Black History Pageant will take place in the
Mahaffey Theater.
Founded by fonner Times columnist and editorial writer Peggy
Petennan, the pageant started with
15 participants and 15 people in the
audience. Since then, more than
500 young people from all over the
city have stood up and recited the
history of the African-American in
this country.
"After integration, black students' talents were not explored
and developed. During the time
when Gibbs was an all-black high
school, the young people were
used to doing operettas, Shakespeare, chorale and other cultural
things," said Petennan. "I remem-

bring to life the theme Up Ye

Mighty People-A,trican-Americans Restoring the Faith.
·As with all endeavors of this
kind, fund-raising is a part of it Eula Bennett brought 80 people together to help pay for the expense
of the production. Funding also
came from the Times, the Juyepjle
Welfare Boarti, Allstate Insurance
and St Petersburg, which underwrote a portion of the fees for the
Mahaffey.
Black politicians from the Tampa Bay area will be honored during
the portion of the show that deals
with civil rights and politics.
Special perfonnances will be
given by Myron Harmon, the
Alumni Singers, Derrick Isham
and the Messengers of Christ, and
·the Bethel Community Youth
Choir.
This production, as always, is
free and open to the entire community.
.
Harambee!

•••

f1 tCH ELE LYNCH E
COI111UNITT ACCENTS

c

ber when Atlantic University in Atlanta sent costumes to O.B. McLin
for her production of Romeo and
juliet. The students' talents were
very rich and diverse under her direction."
All the participants from the
past 20 years are asked to attend
this momentous perfonnance.
This year, 55 young people will

A musicat theater work for a solo actor and chamber music trio
will be perfonned Monday at noon
in the Mahaffey Theater. OfEbony
Embers explores the life and times
of three unique poets from. the Harlem Renaissance: Countee Cullen,
Langston Hughes and Claude
McKay. The trio will perfonn music by jazz greats Duke Ellington,
Bmy Strayhorn, Thelonious Monk
and others. This perfonnance is
free.

•••

Juneteenth ofTampa Bay

Inc. will host an awards reception
at the Backstage Lounge, 1801
34th St S. State Rep. Rudy Bradley·
will be the guest speaker. Juneteenth is observed on June 19; it
celebrates African-American deliverance from slavery. Catering will
be by Atwater's, along with music
and dancing. A small donation may
be asked. For infonnation, call
Jeanie Blue at 821-3833.

••••

The Cradle ofWisdom:
Comes from Bell Hooks in Breaking Ground:Black folks release the
stress and tensions in their lives
through constructive play. . . .
That spirit of play . . . enables you
to lift yourself up when things
seem down, to laugh, to perhaps
joke about something which is
very serious.

NBGHBORHOOD NOlBOOK
Greater Wooclewn
Still puzzled about the difference between a
fundamental and magnet school? Maybe Chris
Lowery, director of the programs for Pinellas
County schools, can help. She is guest speaker
at a 7:30 p.m. meeting Tuesday at Woodlawn
Presbyterian Church, 12th Street and 26th Avenue N. Deadline to apply for special programs
for the 1998-99 school year is Feb. 2. Completed
forms must be dropped at the choice school
during school hours. Call 588-9432 for information.
Residents recently approved phase one of a
traffic plan proposed by committee members
Tom and Sarah Calahan and Usa Baggett
They request that speed limits be lowered to
25 mph on 26th and 28th avenues N and that
traffic islands be added to 26th Avenue at 12th
and 16th streets N.
·
Neighborhoods across the city are researching their histories. This one is asking old-timers
for photographs of Woodlawn from the 1900s to
present Randall Conley will produce and maintain a neighborhood historical photo album. To
assist. call him at $21-4437.

Laalman

•

Do residents want a·community center? That
will be discussed at a 7 p.m. meeting Tuesday at
Lealman Elementary School, 4001 58 Ave. N.
Representatives of the Juvenile Wel~re
~. Pinellas County Commuruty Deve opment, United Way and state Department of
Children and Families have become partners to
explore possibilities.
'They want to know how involved parents
are willing ~o be," said Sandra Parris, teacher
assistant in special education at Lealman Elementary.
A neighborhood center could be created, but
"only if they develop an organization and take
the lead," said Connie Caldwell of the Juvenile
Welfare Board.
Residents of High Point have shown that a
center can become a reality through a grassroots effort Thirty neighbors there formed an
association, assisted with planning and provided
input for a 5000-square-foot center for which
ground was brok~n in August 1996.
The YMCA..ffiaintains activities there under
a l!)·year agreement The center, 5345 Laurel
Place, opened last spring.
Caldwell said they would be using High
Point and a similar project in Ridge Crest as
examples of what can be accomplished in Lealman.
Census figures from 1990 showed 3,811
children younger than 18 lived in the Lealman
neighborhood. A good showing at the meeting
is important, but Caldwell added, "A few committed people can make it happen."

FoaiP..tc
Residents are pitching in to assist the police
by forming a citizens patrol. They have con-

cerns about juvenile/gang problems at Fossil
Park in the 6600 block of Dr. M.L King (Ninth)
Street N. Patrol training is 7:30p.m. Wednesday
at Willis S. Johns Neighborhood Center. Members also showed support at their last meeting
for a citywide teen curfew.
Newly installed officers are Marcie Biddleman. president; Karen Mullins, vice president;
Susan Stanton, secretary; Barbara Lockenvitz.
treasurer, and directors Norma Rantz, Carol
Santure, Bobbi Girard and Howard Elkins.·

.M8lroee Mercy
After a year of inactivity, this association is
restarting under Chrisshun Cox. Elections will

be at 7 p.m. Wednesday at Mount Zion AME
Church, 958 20th St S. Boundaries are 16th to
22nd streets S, Interstate 275 to 18th Avenue S.
rU'St topic for discussion is school rezoning.

Childs Perk
This neighborhood remains in the midst of a
boundary dispute with adjacent United Central
over an area between rU'St and F'Jfth avenues S
between 34th and 49th streets. At 7 p.m. Monday, the association will hold elections at Childs
Park Community Center, 430113 Ave. S. President Tommy Lampley, vice president Will Newton and current board members are unopposed.
Lampley sent a letter dated Jan. 10 to Mike
Dove, neighborhood administrator, requesting
his office call a meeting of residents in the
disputed area to determine their choice of associations.
·
"I'm not going to suggest we do that," Dove
said. 'The residents L'l that area need to call
their own meeting." He pointed out that neither
association president Lampley nor Brian Longstreth of United Central lives in that area. Other
board members from both groups do, however.
The boundary dispute may lessen this year
as Childs Park turns its attention to youth
programs. .
Newton said United Central is already operating in the disputed area, so "there's. nothing
we can do."
He and Lampley are asking residents to
select a representative to report to the Childs
Park Neighborhood Association board concerns specific to their sector of the nejghbor·
hood. Newton indicated Childs Park will not
remove any of its signs from the disputed
streets.

Uptown
Roaming animals are becoming a problem in
this area A recent death of a cat by a stray dog
has generated new attention to the issue. To
report strays, call anirflai services at 582-2600.

Neighbolflood triVia
Mainland retirees Marie Draving and LoretTwo big meetings scheduled for the same
night in the same area caused a delay in elec- ta Donaldson are enjoying the wonder of a fax
tions for this association. Elections were re- machine. Donaldson was showing off how easy
scheduled for March after attendees left for it is to communicate with relatives up north via
council member Bob Kersteen's District 1 meet- technology. Donaldson told Draving, her neighbor, that she still hadn't figured out how those
ing.
little papers are getting to New Jersey. "It's
A crowd showed up as Kersteen presented taking a picture like television I think," Draving
the possibility for commercial development in responded. "I'm going to have to go in and take
the Tyrone area. "He seems confused that IX» some more lessons."
pie don't want this," resident Steve Plice said.
Have a good week, neighbors!
Kersteen pointed out that roads have not
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reached their p~ysical capacity yet

Jungle Terrace

